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Abstract 

This report describes the results of a study on laser cooling of iron atoms performed 
at the atomie physics group of the Applied Physics faculty of the Technica! University 
Eindhoven. Iron is experimentally difficult to use in cooling experiments due to its high 
melting point and complicated level structure: the atomie transition which is most easily 
used for cooling has a short wavelength (372 nm), a small linewidth (2.58(2n) MHz) and 
is not closed (atoms have a 1:243 probability to leak toa metastable state if a spontaneous 
emission occurs). Three different methods ( rate equation, semiclassical and full quantum 
Monte-Carlo) were used to simulate the cooling. 

The rate equation method has the advantage that it takes little computation time, 
simulates realistic velocity distributions and provides both position and velocity of in
dividual atoms, so that it is well suited to simulate the effect of cooling on the flux. 
However, it cannot take polarization gradients into account. On the other hand, the 
quantum Monte-Carlo method very accurately incorporates the effect of a polarization 
gradient on the cooling, but it cannot simulate velocity distributions with a large trans
verse velocity spread due to the large amount of memory and computation time it requires. 
A new program was written that uses a semiclassical approach, which is able to simulate 
a larger velocity spread while still incorporating the effect of a polarization gradient. It 
was, however, found that this semiclassical method was not well suited to simulate iron 
due to the large angular momentum and large recoil parameter, which invalidates the use 
of the Fokker-Planck equation. Because of the large angular momentum, the force and 
diffusion converge very slow, while the large recoil parameter shortens the timescale on 
which the velocity distribution changes. 

Actual measurements were also conducted. Along with the simulations, the experi
ments showed that the effect of leakage is substantial. However, with suitable parameters 
laser cooling of iron is beneficent for both flux and divergence. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The last decades have seen a strong development of nanotechnology: most notably the 
ongoing miniaturization of electronics. Chips are nowadays produced with feature sizes as 
small as 90 nm, while 65 nm production processes will be available in the not too distant 
future. More recently other subjects in the field of nanotechnology are getting more and 
more attention. One of these subjects is magnetic nanotechnology. The discovery of Giant 
Magneto Resistance, enabling hard disks with high densities of over 1.6 Gb/cm2 and the 
development of Magnetic RAM are just a few examples of this new field of technology. 
The atom lithography project of the AQT group at the Applied Physics department of 
the TU / e is focussed on producing and investigating nanostructures of iron. Due to the 
ferromagnetic properties of iron, iron nanostructures could give new insights into the 
properties of small magnetic structures and eventually lead to applications in the field of 
spintronics. Spintronics is a kind of electronics in which not only the charge, but also the 
spin of electrons is important. 

In atom lithography light is used to manipulate and focus a beam of atoms and deposit 
these atoms as structures on a substrate. In the current stage of the project a standing 
light wave with high intensity is used to deposit the atoms in narrow lines on a substrate. 
The ability of a standing light wave to focus atoms is due to the strong gradients in the 
light intensity in the standing wave. The strong electric field of the laser light induces an 
electric dipole in the atom, which in turn shifts the energy of the atom. A gradient in the 
light intensity then results in a gradient in the energy shift, which leads to a force acting 
on the atom. By choosing the properties of the light right, the forces attract the atoms 
to anode of the standing light wave. This is analogous to the way light is 'attracted' to a 
high index region in a gradient index lens. Because of the periodicity of the standing light 
wave an array of small 'gradient index lenses' is formed. When the substrate is positioned 
in the focal plane of this lens array, the atoms are focussed in small lines with a perfect 
periodicity of >../2. This is illustrated in Fig. 1.1. In the field of atom lithography several 
successful experiments have already been performed with a number of elements, including 
Cr [BRE97, MCC93] and Na [BER92, TIM92], but never with a ferromagnetic element. 

The prerequisite to use a ferromagnetic element decreases the available elements that 
can be used in an atom lithography experiment to only three: Ni, Co and Fe. In Table 
1.1 the optical properties of these three metals are shown. Co is not suitable due to its 
hyperfine structure, short wavelength and high saturation intensity. This makes it very 
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Figure 1.1: Schematic representation of atom lithography. The nodes of a standing light 
wave form an array of small gradient index lenses. A beam of collimated atoms are 
focussed in small lines onto a substrate. The strength of the laser and distance from the 
substrate are matched sa that the substrate is in the focal plane of the lenses. 

difficult to build a suitable laser system for Co. Ni is also not very suitable: the natural 
abundance is lower than that from Fe, the wavelength required for Ni is more difficult 
to produce and it also has a smaller linewidth, so that the tuning of the laser frequency 
has to be dorre even more precisely than with iron. Of the three elements, Fe is the least 
difficult with respect to wavelength, saturation intensity and linewidth. 

In order to achieve small structures, it is necessary to have a highly collimated beam 
of atoms. If a beam is not well collimated, the structures will be broadened. This is 
shown in Fig. 1.2: atoms which pass one of the 'lenses' formed by the standing wave are 
focussed in its focal plane. The position they are focussed to is dependent on the angle 
the atoms make with the 'optical' axis of the 'lens', so that the width of the deposited 
structures are proportional to the velocity spread of the atomie beam. The simplest form 

Atomie species sgcü------;r6 Fe ssNi 

N atural abundance 100% 92% 68% 
Ground state 4

F9;2 
5
D4 3p4 

N uclear spin 7/2 0 0 
Transition to 4

G11;2 5p5 3Gs 
Wavelength (nm) 240.5 372.0 323.4 
Linewidth (MHz) 57 2.58 1.16 

Leak ratio ... 1: 243 

Table 1.1: Optical properties of three ferromagnetic met als. The leak ratios are determined 
from NIST Atomie Spectra Database {NIS}. 
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Figure 1.2: Structure broadening due to divergence of the atomie beam. The position on 
the substmte an atom is focussed to is dependent on its angle with the 1optical' axis of the 
1lens' it passes. The transverse velocity distribution tmnslates in the distribution of the 
deposited atoms: a large divergence will yield braad structures. 

of collimation is of course to take two small holes and place them a fairly large distance 
apart. Only atoms with a low transverse velocity pass both holes, which results in a much 
better collimation, but also a very low flux. A better and often used method to collimate 
a beam of atoms is laser cooling. 

If laser cooling is used for collimation, less flux is lost since it slows the transverse 
velocity of the atoms down instead of throwing away atoms with a transverse velocity 
which is too large. In its simplest form it uses two counterrunning lasers detuned just 
below the resonance frequency of an atomie transition. If an atom moves toward one of 
the lasers, this will induce a Doppler shift. This brings the atom closer to resonance with 
the light, so that the atom can absorb a photon from the laser beam going the opposite 
direction. The absorption is accompanied by a small change of the momentum of the 
atom. The atom can then spontaneously emit the photon in a random direction, see Fig. 
1.3. The net effect of this process will be an average force in the direction of the laser beam 
from which the photons are absorbed. As the atom preferentially absorbs photons from 
the laser beam toward which it moves, the force constitutes a damping force. However, 
this simple picture is not complete and will be discussed in more detail in this report. 

Laser cooling of iron is not trivial: although it is the most viable ferromagnetic material 
which can be used in atom lithography, it is far from ideal. It has a low vapour pressure 
even at extremely high temperatures, making it difficult to evaporate. It also has a narrow 
linewidth (2.58(27r) MHz) and a wavelength which is difficult to produce (372 nm). These 
problems have been addressed by a custom-made iron source and frequency stabilized laser 
system. Another issue is due to a problem in the level system of iron: the used atomie 
transition, 5D4 --+5 F5 , is not closed. This means that when an atom spontaneously decays 
from the 5F5 state it has a 1 : 243 probability to fall back to another, metastable state. 
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Figure 1.3: Simplified picture of laser cooling. An atom travelling to the right will have a 
higher probability to be excited by the laser coming from that direction (a). The absorption 
of the photon is accompanied by a change in velocity (b). The atom can then spontaneously 
emit a photon in a random direction ( c). Each individual spontaneous emission also 
changes the velocity of the atom, but the net velocity change due to spontaneous emissions 
is zero. 

These atoms can no langer be cooled, and are also unavailable for laser focussing. 
In this report laser cooling of iron is studied for various cooling methods with several 

simulation methods and compared to actual measurements. In Chapter 2 the theoretical 
background of laser cooling is discussed, along with three different methods to simulate 
laser cooling. For two of these methods, namely the rate equation and quantum Monte
Carlo method, a computer program was already available. For the semiclassical method 
a new program was written. This program can simulate a wider velocity range than 
the quantum Monte-Carlo program while retaining the ability to simulate polarization 
gradient cooling. In Chapter 3 the results of the simulations are shown and discussed. In 
Chapter 4 an overview of the experimental setup is given, followed by measurements on 
the nulling of the magnetic field in the cooling section of the setup. Nulling the magnetic 
fields is necessary, as strong fields can easily disturb the process of laser cooling. After this 
a method to characterize the detuning of the laser with respect to the resonance frequency 
is presented, along with measurements. Chapter 5 contains the actual measurements on 
laser cooling, which are also discussed in this chapter. In Chapter 6 conclusions and 
recommendations are given based on the results of the simulations and measurements. 
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Chapter 2 

Theory 

The first part of chapter gives an overview of the theoretica! background of laser cooling: 
some theory on atomie transitions and atom-light interaction is needed to understand 
the principles of laser cooling. In the second part the theory is applied to three different 
simulation methods for the laser cooling experiment: a classica! rate equation method, a 
semiclassical method and a full quantum Monte-Carlo method. 

2 .1 Laser cooling basics 

2.1.1 Optica! transitions of atoms 

The simplest optical transitions in an atom are two-level transitions. One speaks of a 
two-level transition if light pumps the atom between only two states: ground and excited 
state are not degenerate, the atom can only decay back to the ground state and the 
energy difference with other levels is large compared to fîó, where ó is the linewidth of 
the transition. If the atom interacts with light with a frequency w1 so that fîw1 that is 
approximately resonant with the energy difference (fî(we - w9 ) = fîwa) of the two levels, 
the atom can be excited to the upper level. The state of the system can be described as 

W(f, t) = c
9
(t)lg)e-iwgt + Ce(t)ie)e-iwet. (2.1) 

Here c9 (t) and ce(t) are time dependent coefficients, lg) and Ie) are the time independent 
ground and excited states respectively. c9 (t)c9 (t)* is the ground state population and 
ce(t)ce(t)* the excited state population. The Hamiltonian for such a system is: 

'H(t) ='Ha+ 'H'(t), (2.2) 

in which 'Ha is the atomie part and 'H'(t) the interaction Hamiltonian between the light 
and the atom. With the time dependent Schrödinger equation this leads to 

and 

ifî dcg(t) = Ce(t)H~e(t)e-iwat 
dt 

ifîdce(t) = cg(t)H:g(t)eiwat, 
dt 
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in which H~e ( t) and H~9 ( t) are the matrix elements of the interaction Hamiltonian between 
ground and excited state. It can be shown that this interaction Hamiltonian of the light 
and the atom is equal to ([MET99], Chapter 1.2) 

H'(t) = -ef(r, t). r, (2.5) 

where ris the sum of the position operator of all the electrons of the atom and f(f', t) = 

EJ+(T)e-iwit +e.c. = E(j(f')Êe-iwit +e.c. the electric field of the light. Here Ê is the unit 
polarization vector and E(j ( f') the position dependent complex amplitude of the electric 
field of the light (E(j = ~0 eik·x fora plane wave, with E0 the real amplitude of the electric 
field). Because an atom typically is much smaller than the wavelength of the laser light, 
the electric field may be considered position independent on the scale of the atom. With 
this electric dipole approximation it is possible to integrate over the spatial coördinate r 
of H'(t) so that H~9 (t) = -nne-wit +e.c. with D the Rabi frequency: 

eE+(f'\ 
D(f') 0 

'
1 (ejrjg) n (2.6) 

To make the notation more convenient, the f'.-dependency of D(f') and EJ+(T) is omitted 
in the rest of the text. Another approximation that must be made in order to solve the 
coupled differential equations 2.3 and 2.4 is the Rotating Wave Approximation: only the 
terms where Wa and wz almost cancel each other are taken into account. This difference 
ö = wz-Wa is called the detuning, so that with H~e ( t) = H~9 * ( t), Ö « Wz and differentiation 
to t it is possible to uncouple 2.3 and 2.4 to 

and 

d
2
c9 (t) _ . ..-dcg(t) + DD*c

9
(t) = 0 

iu dt 

d
2
ce(t) . ..-dce(t) nn* ( ) _ O + 'lu dt + HH Ce t - . 

If we assume that c9 (0) = 1 and ce(O) = 0 the solution for these equations is: 

and 

in which 

c9 (t) = (cosD't-i~, sinD't) e+iöt/2 

ce(t) = -i~ sin D'te-i8t/2 
D' 

D' vlDl2+152/4. 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

This is an oscillation of the probability lce(t)j 2 to find the atom in the excited state with 
a frequency D' /7r and amplitude ID/D'l 2. 

A more convenient way to describe the probabilities of finding the atom in a certain 
state is the density matrix formalism. It also has the advantage that the density matrix 
p = 11/J) (1/JI can not only represent pure states but also a statistica! mixtures of states. lf 
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we take the ground and excited state as a basis for the density matrix a pure state has 
the components 

= [ cgc; cgc: l 
p * * . CeCg CeCe 

(2.12) 

A pure state can degenerate into a statistica! mixture by spontaneous emission. Spon
taneous emission occurs because of fluctuations in the ( quantized) vacuum field and will 
let an excited atom emit a photon in a random direction. The time dependence of the 
density matrix when spontaneous emission is absent can be found with the chain rule and 
Equations 2.3 and 2.4 to be: 

d d de* ·n-Pgg - Cg c* + Cg-g = iSl* Peg - ZHPge, dt - dt g dt (2.13) 

with Pge = Pgee-iöt. In a similar manner such results can be found for da;e, d~r and d~? 
can be found. When spontaneous emission is taken into account to let the population of 
the excited state decay to the ground state with a rate of r this leads to the optical Bloch 
equations [COH77]: 

dpgg = + r Pee + ( Slpge - Sl* Peg) 
dt 

dpee = -f Pee+ (Sl*peg - Slpge) 
dt 

dpeg = _ (!: _ iÖ) Peg+ S1 (pgg - Pee) 
dt 2 

dpge = _ (!: + iÖ) Pge + Sl* (Pee - Pgg) · 
dt 2 

(2.14) 

Since pgg +Pee = 1, P:e =Pee and Pge = P:g, it is possible to find the steady state values 
for these equation. The population difference w = pgg - Pee can be defined so that 

~~ = d::g - d:;e = 2f Pee+ 2i (S1* Peg - Slpge) = -rw + 2i (S1* Peg - Slpge) + r (2.15) 

and 
dpeg (r ) dt = - 2 - ió Peg + iwSl. (2.16) 

Setting the time derivatives to zero and eliminating Peg solves the steady state value of 
w: 

1 
- --, 

W- 1 +s (2.17) 

where sis: 
2lf21 2 

So 

s = 82 + f2/4 = 1 + (2ö/r) 2 ' 
(2.18) 

Here So = 8/S12 l/f2 = I /Is is the on-resonance saturation parameter and Is the saturation 
intensity of the light. In the limit s0 --+ oo the population difference goes to zero, which 
is to be expected for high intensity. Likewise a solution for Peg can be found: 

- iSl 
Peg= (f /2 - ió)(l + s) · (2.19) 

10 



From Equation 2.17 follows the effective scattering rate: 

f s0 f /2 
f p = f Pee= 2(1 - w) = 1 + so + (28/f)2 (2.20) 

2.1.2 Light induced forces 

The effective scattering rate of Eq. 2.20 can be used to understand the simplest form of 
laser cooling: Doppler cooling. In this cooling scheme cooling occurs because the detuning 
of two counter-propagating lasers is negative. Atoms traveling in the direction of one of 
the lasers will 'see' that laser with a blue Doppler shift, wich will reduce the effective 
detuning. The lower effective detuning will increase the absorption of photons from that 
direction. The absorption of a photon also changes the momentum of the absorbing atom 
as does the spontaneous emission. The red detuning of both lasers will cause the atom 
to absorb more photons from the laser running in the direction opposite of its movement, 
since it has a smaller effective detuning. On average this causes a dam ping force (the 
average force due to spontaneous emission is zero, since the recoil associated with each 
emission is in a random direction). Thus the force on an atom due to absorption followed 
by spontaneous emmission can be written as: 

-+ -+ nksof /2 
Fsp = nkfp = 1 + So + (28eJJ/r)2' (2.21) 

with k the wave vector of the laser and Óef f = 8 - ( iJ · k) /27r the effective detuning. 
The simple description given above is not always valid. An example of this is the 

situation with two counter-propagating beams with high intensity and low detuning. It is 
not valid to just sum the farces of the two separate beams, because other effects also play 
a role: absorption can be followed by stimulated emission instead of spontaneous emission 
and the standing wave also induces a conservative dipole force. A more thorough way to 
find the farces acting on an atom is to calculate the expectation value of the quantum me
chanical force operator F, of which the z-component according to the Ehrenfest theorem 
is: 

Fz = -(~:). (2.22) 

The only z-dependent part of 1{ is the atom-laser interaction so that 

( 
a ) (an * an* ) Fz = -Tr p82 H = n azPe9 + az Peg · (2.23) 

Note that the position dependence of the electric field is absorbed in the Rabi frequency 
and that the rotating wave approximation neglects all terms oscillating with the laser 
frequency or higher. If an atom is at rest, a traveling wave with Ê = E0 f./2· ( ei(kz-wt) +e.c.) 
will induce a force 

Fz = Ftravel = ink(p:i'l - PegO*) 

Together with Equation 2.19 this leads to 

Ftravez = nkf Pee = Fsp 

11 
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which was already given in equation 2.21. This force is also called the light pressure or 
radiation force. Another simple force is the force of an atom at rest in a standing wave. 
In this case Ë = Ë0 · cos(kz) · (e-iwt +e.c.), which leads toa force 

F F to:ksin(kz) (" * "* ) z = dip= -n (k ) HPeg + H Peg · cos z 
(2.26) 

In this equation the term sin( kz) /cos( kz) is due to the differentiation of 0 to z. With 
the solution for Peg this leads to 

Fdi = 2!ïkós0 sin(2kz) 
P 1 + 4s0 cos2 kz + (2ó /r) 2 · 

(2.27) 

Note that the average value of this dipole force is zero. It is a conservative force and can 
therefore not be directly used for cooling. However, in multi-level atoms it can be used by 
choosing suitable polarization schemes. The dipole force is proportional to the gradient 
of the light shift, which is the energy shift due to off-diagonal terms in the Hamilton 
matrix in the {lg), Ie)} basis and which can be found by calculating the eigenvalues of the 
Hamiltonian. 

2.1.3 Effect of fine structure 

The theory above is only applicable for two-level transitions. However, many atoms do not 
have a two-level transition, but have an upper and lower level with a magnetic degeneracy 
(Zeeman level structure, fine structure due to LS-coupling) or a hyperfine structure ( JI
coupling). For iron the ground state has J = 4 and the used excited state has J = 5. 
The light couples differently with the atom for different m/s. For instance, light with O"+ 

polarization couples ground state m 1 with excited state m 1 + 1. The coupling strength 
between lgJgm19 ) and leJem1J can be expressed in a generalized Rabi frequency: 

!ïO = fl,eg · Ë+ = fl,eg · Ê Et = e(eJem1JÊ · iJgJgm1
9
)Et, (2.28) 

It can be shown ([MET99], Chapter 4.5) that for the case of fine structure only and under 
the assumption that LS coupling holds (as is the case with iron) fl,eg · Ê is equal to 

fl,eg. Ê = e(-l)Le+S-mJe V(2Jg + 1)(2Je + 1) 

{ 
Le Je S } ( Jg 1 

x Jg Lg 1 m1
9 

(3 
Je 

) (eLellrllgLg), (2.29) 
-m1e 

where the terms in the curly braces form a 6j symbol and in the normal braces a 3j 
symbol, Lg and Le the orbital angular momentum of the ground and excited state, and 
(eLellrllgLg) is the reduced (radial) matrix element of the sum of the position operators 
of the electrons. (3 is the polarization of the light: (3 = -1 for O"- -polarized, (3 = 1 for O"+

polarized and (3 = 0 for linearly polarized light. Fora hyperfine interaction replace L with 
J, S with I and J with F. For our purpose, we let only M1

9
, M1e and the polarization be 
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variable (for the used iron transition Jg = 4 and Je= 5), so that the transition strengths 
are proportional to the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients defined by 

ei= (-1)-Jg+l-m1e J2Je + 1 ( Jg 1 Je ) 
mJ f3 -mJ · g e 

(2.30) 

It is now possible to generalize the Optical Bloch Equations (Eq. 2.14) by substituting 
the Rabi frequency by the Rabi operator 

R = Ro LLeileJemJJ(gJgmJ9 1, (2.31) 
ffiJg ffiJe 

and let Pgg, Pee, Peg and Pge be submatrices instead of individual elements of the density 
matrix. R 0 is equal to 

Ro = eEr! (-l)Jg+Je-1 J2Jg + 1 { ~e ie ~ } (eLel lrl lgLg)· n g g 
(2.32) 

It is also necessary to account for non-isotropic repopulation of the ground state by 
spontaneous emission of the excited states, so that the Optical Bloch Equations become 
[COH77] 

dpee = - r Pee + iRpge - ipeg R t 
dt 

dpgg = r L QbPeeQ(3 + iRt Peg - ipgeR 
dt (3 

dpeg = _ (~ _ i<5) Peg + iRpgg - iPee R 
dt 2 

dpge = _ (~ + iJ) Pge + iRtPee - ipggRt, 
dt 2 

(2.33) 

where the operators Qf3 are the dimensionless dipole operators of which the matrix ele
ments are equal to the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients: 

(eJemJe 1 Qf319JgmJg) =ei. (2.34) 

The expression for the force also changes a bit, and is the trace of p times the force 
operator 

F n(\lR + vnt). (2.35) 

The presence of substate degeneracy and a cleverly chosen polarization can have a large 
effect on the effectiveness of cooling. This is because different substates have different 
light shifts. Since the atom does not adiabatically follow the changes in the light field the 
different light shifts can contribute an extra cooling force. An instructive model for this 
was introduced by Dalibard and Cohen-Tannoudji [DAL89]. They describe the effect of 
Sisyphus cooling, in which the two counter-propagating laser beams both have linearly 
polarized light, but the polarizations are perpendicular to each other. The polarization of 
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Figure 2.1: Sisyphus picture of polarization gradient cooling. Displayed are the polarization 
and the light shifts of the m1

9 
= -1/2 and m1

9 
= + 1/2 state as function of the position. 

The atom starts in the m1
9 

= -1/2 potential. It climbs uphill and is pumped to the 
m1

9 
= + 1 /2 potential. This process is repeated and gives an additional cooling effect. 

the light field at z = 0 is linear at an angle of 45°. It then changes over half a wavelength 
first to O"+ at z = >.../8, then back to linear but perpendicular at z = >.../ 4, then becomes 
O"- light at z = 3>.../8 and at z = >.../2 it is linear again (but now at 135°). In Fig. 2.1 
the effects of the optica! pumping processes in such a polarization gradient is visualized 
for ]9 = 1/2. For higher J's this simple Sisyphus picture is not entirely correct due to 
coupling of the states by the light, but the final effect is still an extra cooling force. For 
a ]9 = 1/2 ---> Ie = 3/2 the polarization gradient leads to the following situation: 

- The atom starts at z = 0 in the m 19 = -1/2 state. 

- The atom climbs the light-shift potential and loses kinetic energy while the light 
becomes O"+ at z = À/8. The light will then excite the atom to m1e = + 1/2. It can 
then spontaneously decay to m 19 = 1/2 (with a probability of 2/3) or to m 19 = -1/2 
(with a probability of 1/3). 

- If the atom ends up in the m 19 = 1/2 state it 'sees' another light shift and finds itself 
at the bottom of the potential of a hill and can climb it again, instead of having to 
go down again. 

- From z = >.../8 to z = 3>.../8 the atom climbs the potential hill while the light changes 
to O"-. The light excites the atom again, which has then a 2/3 probability to fall 
back to m 19 = -1/2 again. 
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- The process repeats itself. Due to optical pumping it climbs more uphill than going 
downhill, thus using the lightshift as an extra cooling mechanism. 

2.1.4 Structure of Iron 

In paragraph 2.1.3 it is already mentioned that the transition used for iron is a J = 4 to 
J = 5 transition. Amore detailed picture of the level structure is given in Fig. (2.2). The 
ground state of Fe is 5D4 . The used excited state is a 5F5 state. However, this upper level 
is also coupled with three metastable states: a 5F4 , 5F5 and a 3F4 state. An excited atom 
can spontaneously decay to any of these metastable states. The ratio between the decay 
rate r of the main transition and the sum of the decay rate of the other transitions is 
243 : 1, so that each time a spontaneous emission occurs the atom has a 1/243 probability 
to 'leak' to one of the metastable states. This leak to these states is large enough to 
complicate the cooling: a tradeoff between good cooling and a low leaked fraction must 
be made. A repumping laser at 501 nm could be used to 'plug' the largest leak, but this 
has the disadvantage of added cost and complexity due to the fact that 501 nm laser light 
is difficult to produce. As an alternative the atoms can be pumped to the metastable 5F 5 

state after which the 5F 5 -+5 G6 transition is used for cooling. This has the benefit of 
being able to use a closed system. However, this requires two laser systems: one at 372 
and one at 358 nm, of which only the 372 nm laser system (a frequency doubled Ti:S) 
is available at the moment. If only 358 nm laser light is available, cooling can still be 
studied, since for a thermal distribution of 2100 K about 1 % is in the 5F 5 state. 

2.2 Simulation methods 

To simulate the effect of laser cooling on a beam of iron atoms a number of methods are 
possible. Three methods have been used: a rate equation, a semiclassical and a quan
tum Monte Carlo approach. For the rate equation and quantum Monte Carlo approach 
software was already available, for the semiclassical approach a new program was written. 

2.2.1 Rate equation 

The rate equation approach is a pure Doppler cooling method. The trajectories of the 
individual atoms are calculated for a large number of atoms. The initial longitudinal 
velocity are chosen randomly in accordance to a Maxwell Boltzmann distribution corre
sponding to the temperature of the atom source. The initial position distribution is fiat 
and based on the opening size of the atom source. Since only atoms with a transverse ve
locity which is much smaller then the typical thermal velocity can internet with the lasers, 
the initial transverse velocity distribution is assumed to be fiat. Changes in the velocity 
are photon kicks due to absorption from an incident laser beam and spontaneous emission 
in a random direction. The program used to simulate various intensities and detunings 
is written by E. Vredenbregt and presented in [VRE03]. In this program the probability 
to absorb a photon is a function of intensity, detuning, relative velocity, polarization of 
the laser beams and atomie substate. Eq. 2.20 is used to determine the absorption rate, 
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Figure 2.2: Simplified level structure of iron. The 5D4 ---t
5 F5 transition is used for cooling. 

From the 5F 5 state it can leak to one of the metastable states. The ratio between the 
spontaneous decay to the ground state and the sum of spontaneous decay to the metastable 
states is 243 : 1. 
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where ó is corrected for the velocity of the atom and r for the Clebsch-Gordan coeffi
cients. After each excitation a spontaneous emission follows, again in accordance to level 
structure and Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. The leak is simulated by choosing a random 
number after each spontaneous emission to check if the atom has gone to a metastable 
state, after which it no longer interacts with the light. 

The advantages of this simulation method are the accurate initial conditions (the 
full atomie velocity and position distribution are incorporated) and the low amount of 
CPU-time the simulations cost. It is, however, unable to handle cooling effects based on 
lightshifts or substate coherences since it does not take stimulated emission into account. 
This makes it impossible to simulate the extra cooling due to a polarization gradient. On 
the other hand, when an excited atom falls back to the ground state due to stimulated 
emission this can be due to either of the two lasers, so that an atom can absorb a photon 
from one of the lasers and then emit in the other one. This leads to a higher diffusion 
(see next paragraph). 

2.2.2 Semiclassical 

The semiclassical approach is based on the article by G. Nienhuis and P. van der Straten 
[NIE91 J. Other semiclassical approaches are also possible, such as calculating individual 
trajectories of atoms with a semiclassical force. The method as described in the article 
uses does not calculate individual trajectories but calculates the effect of cooling on a 
velocity distribution. A new FORTRAN program (source code included in Appendix A) 
was written, which was originally based on a program written by P. van der Straten to 
calculate the cooling force, but of which now only the routines for input, output and 
calculation of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients remain. The reason a new program was 
written is that it has some of the advantages of both the rate equation method and the 
quantum Monte-Carlo method discussed in the next paragraph. While the rate equation 
program can simulate a wide velocity range, it cannot simulate sub-Doppler forces due to 
a polarization gradient. On the other hand, the quantum Monte-Carlo can simulate sub
Doppler cooling very well, but gets computationally too intensive for a large transverse 
velocity range. The semiclassical program can simulate a larger velocity range than the 
quantum Monte-Carlo program, but is still able to simulate polarization gradient cooling. 
It does have limitations the quantum Monte-Carlo program doesn't have. These problems 
are addressed later in this paragraphs and further investigated in Chapter 3. 

The simulation method involves the calculation of the velocity dependent force F( iJ) 
+----+ 

and diffusion tensor D ( iJ) ( averaged over a wavelength) and using these two in the Fokker-
Planck equation 

:t W(iJ, t) = - ~ Vv · F(iJ)W(iJ, t) + ~2 \7~: D (iJ)W(iJ, t), (2.36) 

+----+ 
In which W(iJ, t) is the velocity distribution at timet. The term v; : D (iJ) is a shorter 
notation of the tensor product 

v2: D(iJ) = ~ ~!!_Dij(v). 
v ~8v·8v· . . i J 

i,J 

(2.37) 
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In order to be able to use this approach, a few assumptions on the timescales of the 
interactions must be made: 

1. The timescale on which the density matrix reaches (position dependent) steady 
state is much shorter than the timescale on which the velocity changes, so that an 
instantaneous force can be assumed. 

2. The timescale on which the atom travels over a wavelength for typical velocities 
of the velocity distribution is much shorter than the timescale on which the ve
locity changes, so that the force and diffusion coefficient may be averaged over a 
wavelength. 

3. The timescale on which the autocorrelation of the force becomes negligible is much 
shorter than the the timescale on which the velocity changes, so that an instanta
neous diffusion coefficient can be assumed. 

4. The resulting velocity distribution has av(W(v)) » nk/M. This means that the 
velocity of a single recoil is much smaller than the width of the velocity distribution 

The validity of these assumptions are connected to the orders of magnitude of the force 
and diffusion in the Fokker-Planck equation. It is clear from Eq. 2.21 that O(F) = nkf. 

f--t 

For the diffusion tensor 0( D) = (Fïk) 2r. Spontaneous emission occurs on a time scale 
of r- 1 and 0( Vz) is typically r /k (which is 1 m/s for iron). We can use these orders 
of magnitude in the following transformation: t' = rt, v' = kvz/r, F' = Fz/(nkr) and 

f--t 

T> = D zz/(Fï2k2f). This makes the Fokker-Planck dimensionless so that in the z-direction 
it becomes equal to 

0 ( / ') 'fïk
2 

0 '( ') ( / ') ( 'fïk
2

) 

2 

0
2 

( ') ( I ') at' W v , t = - Mf ov' F v W v , t + Mf ov'2 T> v W v , t . (2.38) 

The equation scales with ~;, which is two times the recoil parameter Er. For iron ~; = 2Er 
is equal to 0.020. This means that the velocity change of 1 recoil is equivalent with 0.020 
times the velocity which gives a Dopplershift of one linewidth. This factor also determines 
how fast the Fokker-Planck equation will go to steady state: if 2Er is large the right hand 
part of the equation will be greater so that W(v', t') changes quicker. The time scale on 
which this happens can be estimated based on the scales of force, diffusion and initial 
distribution. For the used velocity scale the initial distribution is basically flat. If the 
detuning is of the order r, the force changes from about 0 ( F') = 1 for v' = -1 to 
O(F') = -1 for v' = 1, so that 0( 8~1 F'(v')W(v1 , t')) = 1. If the force part of the Fokker
Planck equation determines the timescale at which W ( v', t') changes, this timescale is 
equal to (2Err)-1, which for iron is 5or-1. 0( 0~~2 T>(v')W(v1 ,t1 )) is more difficult to 
estimate, however, the second order derivative of the dimensionless diffusion may be as 
large as ( 2Er t 1

, everything below that and the force part of the Fokker-Planck equation 
will determine the timescale at which W ( v', t') changes. 

Since typically O(kv/f) = 1, the time an atom takes to move over one wavelength is 
roughly 2n /r. This is well below 50 r-1 so that assumption 2 is valid and only becomes 
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problematic if the velocity distribution is cooled to a much lower velocity spread. For 
iron kv /r = 1 corresponds to a velo city of roughly 1 m/ s and of this is less than the 
spread of the transverse velocity distribution of the pre-collimated atom beam, but still 
a significant part of it. If pump rates are comparable to r, assumption 1 is also valid. 
Normally this is the case if s0 is not too small, but for polarization gradient cooling pump 
rates can be much smaller due to small Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. This is also the case 
for assumption 3, since the diffusion coefficient reaches steady state on about the same 
timescale as the force. Another complication can occur if 0( 8~~~')) » 1, which can be 
expected for polarization gradient cooling around v' = 0. 

The velocity dependent force is calculated by first assuming a constant velocity. The 
density matrix evolves according to the Optical Bloch Equations (Eq. 2.33), until steady 
state is reached (hence assumption 1 and 2). Then Tr(pF) is evaluated and averaged while 
the atom moves over a wavelength. The velocity dependent diffusion tensor is defined as 
the integrated force autocorrelation function: 

2D = 100 

dT[(F(t)F(t+T))-(F(t))(F(t+T))+(F(t+T)j(t))-(F(t+T))(F(t))]. (2.39) 

This has two components, one due to fiuctuations of the force from the driving field (stim-
<--t 

ulated term, D st) and another due to coupling of the atom to the vacuum field (sponta-
<--t 

neous term, D sp)· The spontaneous term is the easiest to understand: if a spontaneous 
emission occurs the excited atom gets a random momentum kick due to the momentum 
of the emitted photon and conservation of momentum. It can be shown [NIE86] that this 
part of the diffusion coefficient is equal to 

Dsp = ~ j dng(n)(nk) 2nn, (2.40) 

with 

g(n) = 
3
f l:Trü* · QtPeeQ · Û. 

8n i11-n 

(2.41) 

The bar above Pee refers to steady state situation. The vector operator Q has three 
components which in Cartesian coordinates are: 

-1 -1 
Qx = J2(Q1 - Q_1), Qy = iJ2(Q1 + Q_1), Qz = Qo. (2.42) 

The second part of the diffusion part is the stimulated term: if an atom travels through 
periodic potential 'landscape' caused by the light shift, a spontaneous emissions will at 
random cause the atom to see another potential landscape. Due to these random changes 
in the light shift extra kinetic energy is added and subtracted at random, which causes 
diffusion. 

f-t 

To calculate the stimulated term D st it is convenient to introduce the evolution op-
erator U(t + T, t) which is defined as 

p(t + T) = U(t + T, t)p(t). (2.43) 
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This means that at a given time t the operator U(t + 7, t) acts on a matrix (in this case 
the density matrix) and uses the Optical Bloch Equations to calculate the value of matrix 
at t + 7. With this convention the correlation functions are equal to 

C+(7) 

C _(7) 

(:F(t):F(t + 7)) = TrU(t + 7)[,D(t):F(t)J:F(t + 7), 

(:F(t + 7):F(t)) = Tr:F(t + 7)U(t + 7)[:F(t)p(t)J. 

(2.44) 

(2.45) 

Together with (:F(t + 7)) = TrU(t + 7)[p(t)]:F(t + 7) the integral of equation 2.39 can be 
calculated (the velocity is taken constant). Since the evolution of the autocorrelation uses 
the same differential equations as the density matrix, the timescale on which the diffusion 
coefficient converges should be about the same as the timescale to reach steady state for 
the density matrix, so that assumption 3 should be valid if assumption 1 is valid. The 
diffusion coefficient is averaged over a wavelength by choosing several initial positions for 
p(t). The leak is incorporated by adding an extra term -f1eakl'11el 2W(v, t) to the Fokker
Planck equation, leading toa decay of J~;: W(v, t)dv, the total amount of atoms in the 
velocity distribution. 

2.2.3 Quantum Monte Carlo 

The quantum Monte Carlo program used to simulate various laser cooling setups is written 
by E. Vredenbregt. The method used is only discussed briefly, for more information see 
[H0093]. The key concept of this quantum Monte-Carlo treatment is that it includes the 

·2 
kinetic energy 'fit in the Hamiltonian to that the total Hamiltonian becomes 

A2 
A p A A A 

H = 2M + Ha + H1 + Hal ( t)' (2.46) 

with Ha= we9 le)(el the Hamiltonian of the atom, H1 the Hamiltonian of the free radiation 
field and Ha1(t) the interaction Hamiltonian of the light and the atom. The interaction 
Hamiltonian not only couples the ground state and the excited states, but also creates a 
family of momentum states which is quantized as IPo + j!ïk) with p0 the initial momentum 
and j an integer number, which is odd for excited states and even for ground states. The 
states for this family are denoted by la, m1"', j) and the state of the atom at any given 
moment is characterized by the coefficients C~mJ"' (t), where ais e or g. For light travelling 
in the positive direction absorption raises the momentum by !ïk and stimulated emission 
lowers the momentum by !ïk. For light travelling in the other direction it is vice versa. 
The dimension of this family is infinite; in the simulation, however, it is truncated. The 
interaction Hamiltonian is thus given by 

Ha1(t) = - L L L µ:9 ~o lg, m19 ,Po + (j =f l)!ïk)(po + j!ïk, m1e, el+ H.C. (2.47) 
j ffiJg ffiJe 

for light travelling in the ± direction. Here µe9 = fie 9 • Ê and depends on polarization of 
the lasers and the substate of Ie) and lg). 

The atom can exit the family of momentum states when a spontaneous emission occurs, 
which causes a random shift of p0 top~. The spontaneous emitted photons are emitted in 
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all radiation modes. To describe the mechanism of spontaneous emission it is convenient 
to split the wavefunction in partial wavefunctions so that 

00 

l\ll(t)) = lw0 (t)) + L lwn(t)), (2.48) 
n=l 

where the lwn(t))'s are the states in which the atom can come after the spontaneous 
emission of n photons. After the emission of the photon it is assumed the atom no longer 
interacts with that photon. The probability Y to have spontaneously emitted at least one 
photon is thus 

Y = 1 - lw0 (t)1 2
. (2.49) 

In the simulation spontaneous emission is incorporated by adding a term -ir /2le) (el to 
the Hamiltonian. When the program integrates the Schrödinger equation, this imaginary 
part will cause a decay of Y until a randomly chosen value between 0 and 1 is reached. 
When at a certain t = Te this value is reached, the program assumes a spontaneous 
emission has occurred. Since prior to this emission the atom must have been in an excited 
state, the ground state components are set to zero. The polarization of the emitted photon 
is randomly chosen with the probabilities of the polarizations based on the excited state 
components and the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. The wavefunction is renormalized in 
the following way: 

IW(Te)) ~ Qblwe(Te)) ' 

J (We( Te) 1 Q13Qblw e( Te)) 
(2.50) 

where IWe(Te)) is the excited state part of IWo(Te)) and Qb is the dipole operator of section 
2.2.2 belonging to the polarization of the emitted photon and lowers IWe(Te)) to IW9 (Te) 
while taking the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients into account. In order to calculate velocity 
distributions the program takes the following steps: 

1. Take one atom and place it as a delta peak in the momentum space. 

2. Choose a random number. 

3. Integrate in small time steps the Schrödinger equation with the full Hamiltonian of 
equation 2.46, including the imaginary part for spontaneous decay. 

4. At each point in time calculate 1 - IW0 (t)1 2 . When the randomly chosen number 
exceeds it choose a polarization for the emitted photon and renormalize the wave
function using Eq. 2.50 and change p0 with a random momentum kick. Also check 
if the atom leaked by choosing a random number. If the atom leaked, save the 
distribution in the leaked fraction array and go to [7.]. 

5. Continue at [3.] until the t = Tinteraction· 

6. Save distribution of momentum states in non-leaked fraction array. 

7. Repeat this sequence for Natom times, each time at a different point in momentum 
space. 
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Chapter 3 

Simulations 

In this chapter the results of the different simulation methods are given and discussed. 
The rate equation simulation was used to simulate cooling and flux growth fora 7fll7f po
larization setup. The semiclassical program was compared with the quantum Monte-Carlo 
program. The semiclassical approach turned out to be accurate for small recoil parame
ters, but problematic for iron due to the high angular momentum and recoil parameter 
of the cooling transition. The quantum Monte-Carlo simulation were used to investigate 
the differences between O'+ O'+, 7fll7f and 7f _l7f cooling. As expected, 7f _l7f results in the 
best cooling. Another advantage of 7f _l7f turns out to be the relatively low flux loss at 
high cooling. 

3.1 Rate equation 

In order to simulate the experimental conditions as closely as possible (for more details see 
Chapter 4), the rate equation cooling program was used with the following parameters: 

- Mass, linewidth, wavelength and angular momentum are determined by the J = 

4 -+ J = 5 transition of iron. 

- The trajectories of 5000 atoms are calculated in each simulation. 

- Temperature of the iron source is assumed to be 2100 K, resulting in an average 
velocity h/8kT/7rm) of the atoms of 891 m/s. 

- A cooling section of 45 mm is placed at a distance of 150 mm from the source. 

- Polarization setup: 7fll7f. 

- The initial transverse velocity spread: 6 m/s. This is sufficient because a larger 
velocity spread would only fall outside both the capture range of the laser cooling 
and the detection range of the probe beam in the experimental setup. 

- In the experimental setup, 200 mm downstream of the cooling section the divergence 
of the central flux is measured by inserting a 10 µm slit and imaging the fluorescence 
another 700 mm downstream. To simulate this, the angles of the atomie velocity 
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with respect to the z-axis are calculated and a histogram is made. At the position 
of the slit, only the atoms between x = -0.25 mm and x = 0.25 mm are used. 
This central flux is taken because only this part reaches the slit. The values for the 
boundaries are chosen in such a way that flux is still roughly uniform between the 
boundaries and position-angle correlation is small. The boundaries are larger than 
that of the real slit, but by simulating a 10 µm slit instead of 500 µm slit, one would 
end up with too little atoms. The bin size is 5 µrad. 
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Figure 3.1: Angle distribution for saturation parameter s0 of 2 and detuning ó = -r. 
Polarization is nlln. Only atoms between x = -0.25 mm and x = 0.25 mm are binned. 

In Fig. 3.1 an example of an angle distribution is given, in this case for saturation 
parameter s0 = 2 and detuning ó = -r. The histograms are fitted with a Gaussian 
curve from which the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the divergence is deter
mined. Figure 3.2 shows the calculated divergence as function of saturation parameter 
and detuning. The graph shows smaller divergence for higher saturation due to the larger 
cooling force. The detuning should not be taken higher than ó = -1.5 r to maintain a 
good cooling if s0 ~ 6. As can be seen in the graph, the cooling is optimal for ó = -0.5 r. 
This is because at ó = -0.5 the cooling to diffusion ratio is optimal. At this detuning 
the width as a function of saturation parameter is virtually a flat curve for the lower 
saturation parameters and increases a bit for the highest values of s0 in this intensity 
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range. This is because the scattering rate is the highest for ó = -0.5 r, so that at this 
detuning steady state is achieved rapidly. At first both cooling force and diffusion due 
to spontaneous emission increase with s0 . For high s0 the spontaneous emission diffusion 
saturates, while the cooling force decreases again. This is because although the scattering 
rate due to each of the lasers increases for higher s0 , the difference in scattering rate due 
to each of the lasers decreases after an optimum saturation parameter. There is some 
indication that the same effect can be seen for ó = -1.0 r: until s0 = 5 the divergence 
only decreases with increasing saturation parameter, at s0 = 6 there is a small increase 
of the divergence. 
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Figure 3.2: Calculated divergence as function of detuning and saturation parameter using 
rate equation simulation. Polarization is 7Tll7T. 

In Fig. 3.3 the flux passing between x = -0.25 mm and x = 0.25 mm is shown 
relative to the situation with no cooling. The effect of the leak can clearly be seen for 
higher saturation parameters and lower detuning: at first the central flux rises with the 
saturation parameter because of better and quicker collimation, but after an optimum 
saturation parameter the flux only decreases with increasing laser powers due to decay 
to the metastable states. For higher detuning the flux growth is larger. This is due 
to fact that the capture range is proportional to the detuning. For larger detuning the 
optimal flux is at a higher saturation parameter. This is because the cooling at larger 
detunings is smaller for slow (-0.5 < kv/r < 0.5) atoms due to a smaller scattering 
rate. The advantage of this smaller scattering rate for slow atoms is that atoms which are 
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Figure 3.3: Flux between x = 0.25 mm and x = 0.25 mm as function of detuning and 
satumtion parameter relative to the situation with no cooling. Polarization is 7Tll7T. 
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already fairly well collimated have a smaller probability to leak to the metastable states. 
U nfortunately, this is also the reason why optimal flux (at Bo = 4, ó = -2 r) is not to be 
expected with optimal cooling (Bo = 2, ó = -0.5 r). This means a compromise between 
flux and cooling must be made, which can have an emphasis on cooling (small detuning) 
or on flux (larger detuning with a larger saturation parameter). 

3.2 Semiclassical 

After the program was written the convergence behaviour of the calculated diffusion 
constant and the effect of different recoil parameters were investigated. To minimize 
calculation time a closed J = 1 ---+ J' = 2 transition was used, unless specified otherwise 
( calculations turned out to take qui te long for J = 4 ---+ J' = 5, several days for one 
simulation on a Pentium IV 2.0 GHz). After this the effect of the large angular momentum 
of iron on the convergence behaviour of the simulations was investigated. The polarization 
scheme was mostly 7r J_n, because nlln and O"+O"+ can be simulated quite well with the 
rate equation program. 

3.2.1 Convergence behaviour of the diffusion constant 

To be able to use the Fokker-Planck equation to calculate velocity distributions the force 
and diffusion constant must be averaged over a wavelength. Numerically for the force this 
only requires the evolution of the steady state density matrix as the atom moves over a 
wavelength, but for the diffusion constant it requires the integration over a wavelength 
and integration over T. Fortunately, the periodicity of the autocorrelation integral Eq. 
2.39 turns out to be half a wavelength, which is not surprising due to the quadratic-like 
integrand. To achieve both high enough precision and acceptable computation times, 
suitable values must be chosen for: 

- The total integration time T of the autocorrelation function. 

- Time discretization flT of the integration parameter T. 

- Number of initial positions from which the integral is calculated (position discretiza-
tion). 

In Fig. 3.4 the integrand of the stimulated part of the diffusion coefficient is shown for 
an integration time T of 300 r-1 and a time discretization flT = 0.1 r-1 . Velocity was 
V = 1 f jk (which is about 1.0 m/s for iron), saturation parameter Bo = 2, detuning 
ó = -2 r and the polarization configuration 7r J_n. An important criterium for a correct 
numerical calculation of an integral with one of its boundaries at infinity is the integration 
time: is T = 300 r- 1 long enough? The integrand value stays between 1.35 · 10-5 and 
-1.35 · 10-5 after T = 300 r- 1. Because the integrand has a magnitude one the order 
of 0.015 at the beginning of the interval and the fact that the decay is exponential (the 
Optical Bloch Equations are first order coupled differential equations) one can estimate a 
relative error due to a non-infinite integration time to be of the order of 0.09%. For these 
and similar settings the integration time is thus sufficient. 
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The next question one can ask is: is the time discretization of 10 points per r- 1 fine 
enough? 10 points per r- 1 corresponds at this velocity to 63 points per wavelength. lf 
one would Fourier expand the steady state density matrix, these 63 points per wavelength 
would be sufficient to calculate the first 31 (63/2) orders. These high order Fourier 
components are orders of magnitude smaller than the first orders, so that 63 points seems 
sufficient within the scope of these calculations. As for the non-steady state part of the 
integrand: the fastest decay rates have a time constant of r-1 . l3 r-1 is well below that 
and is not an issue for the correctness of the calculation. 
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Figure 3.5: Spontaneous and stimulated term of the velocity dependent diffusion coefficient 
as function of the number of initial positions. Saturation parameter is s0 = 2, detuning ö = 
- 2 r and polarization 7r J_ 7r. Diff erences are greatest at low velocity, but become negligible 
ij the averaging over half a wavelength is done with more than 16 initial positions. 

To study the effect of position discretization, the diffusion coefficient was calculated for 
increasing number of initial positions. In Fig. 3.5 the diffusion coefficient as function of the 
number of initial positions is shown, again for a saturation parameter s0 = 2, detuning 
ö = -2r and polarization 7r_1_7r. If the velocity is low (kv/r < 0.1) the calculated 
diffusion varies strongly with the number of initial positions if this number is taken too 
low. However, the difference between 16 and 32 initial positions is negligible, so that it is 
assumed that after 16 initial positions the calculated average has almost converged to its 
final value. In the rest of the simulations, 16 initial positions are used. 
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3.2.2 Impact of the recoil parameter 
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Figure 3.6: Force and di.ffusion coefficient as function of velocity. Saturation parameter 
is So = 2, detuning Ó = -2 f and polarization 7L.i?r. 

To study the effect of the recoil parameter on the validity of the semiclassical approach, 
the semiclassical simulation program was compared to the Quantum Monte-Carlo pro
gram, again for saturation parameter So = 2, detuning Ó = -2 f and polarization 7r 1-7r. 

The recoil parameter was varied between 0.01, which is the recoil parameter for the used 
iron transition and 0.0005. This way it can be checked if a smaller recoil parameter indeed 
corresponds to a more 'classica!' situation for cooling force and diffusion coefficient, so 
that the use of the Fokker-Planck equation becomes more justified. The initial velocity 
distribution was a uniform distribution between +50fïk and -50fïk. Figure 3.6 displays 
the force and diffusion coefficient as function of velocity, while Fig. 3. 7 displays the re
sulting velocity distributions after a duration of 1000 r-1 , which is equivalent to 50 mm 
at 800 m/s. As can be seen, the Doppler part of the resulting distributions of the Quan
tum Monte-Carlo and semiclassical ar alike for all the simulations. The sub-Doppler part 
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differs quite a lot for large recoil parameters, but become more alike for smaller recoil pa
rameters. The smallest recoil parameter used in the simulations (0.5 · 10-3 ) is of the same 
order of magnitude as the one of two frequently used elements used in the field of atomie 
physics: 85 Rb (0.65 · 10-3 ) and 133Cs (0.40 · 10-3 ). These are two heavy elements with 
a fairly long wavelength. For these elements the semiclassical approach is suitable, for 
atoms with a higher recoil parameter only Doppler cooling can be accurately simulated. 

Another feature that stands out is the central dip in the velocity distribution for a 
recoil parameter of 0.01. This is due to the sharp peak of the stimulated part of the 
diffusion coefficient around v = 0 and the bigger role diffusion play in the Fokker-Planck 
equation for larger recoil parameters, so that the diffusion out of the center is faster 
than the cooling to the center. This sharp peak of the diffusion could already be seen 
in Fig. 3.5 and is not due to errors in the calculations, but inherent to the method used 
to calculate the cooling. At small velocities the atoms take relatively long to traverse 
one wavelength so that the instantaneous light shift is very similar to the light shift it 
experienced r-1 seconds before, which causes a large autocorrelation of the force. It 
is not physical however: because of the small velocity at which this large peak occurs, 
the timescale at which the atom traverses one wavelenght is no langer smaller than the 
timescale at which the velocity distribution changes, so that it is no langer justified to 
average the force and diffusion over a wavelength. The small peak in the diffusion also 
causes rapid changes in the velocity distribution, so that the timescale of these changes 
is no langer larger than the timescale at which the force and diffusion reach steady state. 

3.2.3 Effects of large angular momentum. 

In the two previous paragraphs a J = 1 -----+ J' = 2 transition was used, because this was 
expected to be similar to a J = 4 -----+ J' = 5 transition, but takes less time to calculate. 
However, the variation in the magnitude of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients is much larger 
for a J = 4 -----+ J' = 5 transition than for a of a J = 1 -----+ J' = 2 transition. This effects 
both the force and diffusion coefficient. 

In Fig. 3.8 the force as function of velocity and angular momentum of the ground 
state is given, again for saturation parameter So = 2, detuning Ó = -2 f and polarization 
7f "l7r. For higher values of J the capture range decreases: the maximum and minimum 
of the sub-Doppler force increase in magnitude, but the positions of the maximum and 
minimum move towards v = 0. For J = 3 -----+ J' = 4 and J = 4 -----+ J' = 5 the maximum 
and minimum lie between kv/r = ±0.02 (twice the recoil parameter of iron). In the case 
of iron this means that if an atom has a velocity within the capture range of the sub
Doppler force, a single recoil can kick the atom out of this region again. Also note that the 
force was calculated for steady state and constant velocity, which may only be clone for 
speeds well above the recoil velocity. To use this semiclassical approach for large angular 
momentum and recoil parameter, which is the case for iron, is therefore questionable. 

In Fig. 3.9 the integrand of the stimulated term of the diffusion coefficient is shown 
for J = 4 -----+ J' = 5. As can be seen the diffusion coefficient converges much faster for 
J = 1 -----+ J' = 2 (see Fig. 3.4) than for J = 4 -----+ J' = 5. Together with the larger 
density matrices this dramatically increases computation time for the latter. This also 
has a negative effect on the validity of the semiclasical approach: the assumption that 
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the timescale on which the autocorrelation of the force becomes negligible is much shorter 
than the time scale on which the velocity changes, as demanded in section 2.2.2, is no 
longer valid for J = 4 --+ J' = 5, thus adding more problems to simulate iron with this 
approach. The long timescales and large density matrix involved for the J = 4 --+ J' = 5 
transition also greatly increases the computation time needed to do a simulation, thereby 
undoing one of the advantages of the semiclassical approach. This is also the reason why 
no full simulations were dorre fore iron: they would not converge in a reasonable amount 
of time. All in all that it can be concluded that although the simulation program is 
suitable for simulating sub-Doppler cooling of atoms with a small recoil parameter and 
can be used to simulate Doppler cooling of atoms with a larger recoil parameter, it is not 
suitable for iron due to the high angular momentum of the atomie transition. 

3.3 Quantum Monte-Carlo 
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Figure 3.10: Velocity distribution after an interaction time of 1000 r-1 . Saturation pa
rameter s0 = 4, detuning ó = -2.0 r and polarization 1r..l7r. Width (FWHM) sub-Doppler 
part: 4.0 nk. Width (FWHM) Doppler part: 25.1 nk. Surface-ratio of the Doppler part 
to the sub-Doppler part is 5.3:1. Width (FWHM) of the total fit: 7.3 nk. 

The quantum Monte-Carlo program has been used to simulate O"+O"+, 1r..l7r and ?Tll?T 
polarization setups. The initial momentum distribution was fiat with a range of ±80/ïk. 
All velocity distributions were fitted with a two-peak Gauss. This turned out to give good 
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fits: not only for sub-Doppler peaks superimposed upon a broader base distribution, but 
also for distributions of the simulations for which 1000 r-1 was not long enough to reach 
steady state (high detuning and low saturation parameter). From the fit the FWHM was 
determined for each of the resulting velocity distributions. By choosing this method to 
determine the divergence, all simulations could be compared in the same way. For high s0 

and ó = -2.0 ra sub-Doppler part could be seen in the velocity distribution. An example 
of this is shown in Fig. 3.10. 
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Figure 3.11: Widths of the velocity distributions after an interaction time of 1000 r- 1 

for detunings ó = -0.5f, ó = -1.0r, ó = -1.5f and ó = -2.0f. Left axis: divergence 
corresponding to the velocity spread by dividing it by the average velocity (890 m/s). Right 
axis: velocity spread in units of lïk. Note that the the graphs with ó = -0.5 r and 
ó = -1.0 r do not have the same vertical scale as ó = -1.5 r and ó = -2.0 r. 

In Fig. 3.11 the widths of the resulting velocity distributions after an interaction time 
of 1000 r-1 are shown. The saturation parameter s0 was varied between s0 = 0.5 and 
s0 = 6, the detuning ó between ó = -0.5f and ó = -2.0f. As can be seen a+a+ has 
the smallest divergence for small s0 . This is due to the larger maximum Clebsch-Gordan 
coefficient, so that the scattering rate is larger and the cooling faster. For higher s0 both 
7r j_Jr and 7rjj7r have a smaller divergence. This smaller width of the velocity distribution 
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cannot solely be due to extra polarization gradient cooling, since 7rll7r doesn't have this. 
An explanation is a larger stimulated term of the diffusion coefficient for O"+ O"+. The 
diffusion coefficient is also the reason why for higher s0 the width of the velocity spread 
increases again. This is the case for both 7r l 17r and O"+ O"+. For 7r ..l 7r the bigger diffusion 
coefficient is compensated by sub-Doppler forces. The jump in the 7r ..l?r simulation at 
ó = -2.0 ris due to the bimodal nature of the cooling profile: after s0 = 3.0 the FWHM 
is no longer determined by the Doppler part but by the sub-Doppler part. 

As was the case with the rate equation simulations, cooling with a small detuning 
yields a smaller divergence at small saturation parameters due to the higher scattering 
rates. Contrary to the rate equation simulations of 7rll7r for high saturation parameters, 
7r ..l7r polarization and a detuning of ó = -1.5 r or ó = -2.0 r results in a divergence 
which is smaller than the divergence for ó = -0.5 r or ó = -1.0 r. This is because for 
higher detunings the light shifts are relatively large compared to the scattering rate, so 
that the sub-Doppler force is relatively larger. 
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Since the quantum Monte-Carlo program only works in momentum space it can only 
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be used to calculate the overall velocity distribution and not to investigate flux increases in 
the center of the beam. Despite this it is interesting to see how much leaking occurs with 
different polarization configurations. In Fig. 3.12 the total flux as function of saturation 
parameter and detuning is given for the three different polarization setups. As can be 
expected, the a+ a+ setup has the greatest loss rate, since atoms are pumped to the 
magnetic substate with the largest Clebsch-Gordan coefficient, thereby maximizing the 
scattering rate. Since a+ a+ has also the broadest velocity distributions, it is better to use 
nlln or 7r _ln. The simulations with a smaller detuning have a higher leak rate at the same 
saturation parameter, which is a direct effect of the scattering rate associated with smaller 
detunings. As with the rate equation simulations, a trade-off between flux and divergence 
must be made. The quantum Monte-Carlo simulations favor a higher detuning for 7r _ln 

due to the extra polarization gradient cooling. This is beneficent, because it makes it 
easier to increase flux and decrease the divergence at the same time. 
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Chapter 4 

Experimental setup 

In this chapter first an overview of the experimental setup is given, followed by measure
ments on the nulling of the magnetic field in the cooling section of the setup. After this 
the method used to characterize the absolute detuning of the cooling laser is described. 
This is then used to measure the error signal voltage as function of the absolute detuning. 

4.1 Overview 

The project for nanofabrication of ferromagnetic structures has been build from scratch in 
the group AQT. The structures are made by focussing a beam of laser cooled iron atoms 
with a standing wave onto a substrate. A schematic view of the experiment is given in 
Fig. 4.1. The beam source consists of an oven in which the iron atoms are evaporated. 
Through the oven orifice the iron vapor escapes into the first vacuum chamber, either 
effusively or in a supersonic flow of a carrier gas. For details see [BOS02]. In the second 
chamber the atoms are laser cooled in one direction. For this, a telescope with cylindrical 
mirrors is used to expand the beam in one direction. The expanded laser beam enters and 
exits the vacuum chamber through anti-reflection coated windows and are backreflected. 
The polarization of the reflected laser light can be changed by turning a quarter-wave 
plate. The magnetic field in the second chamber is nulled by 3 sets of magnetic coils. In 
the third chamber the atoms are focussed by a far-detuned, high intensity standing light 
wave. The required wavelength for cooling and focussing is 372 nm. Since a laser at 372 
nm with sufficient power is not available, a Ti:S laser operating at 744 nm is frequency 
doubled by an LBO crystal in a ring cavity (second harmonie generation). The laser 
is locked using polarization spectroscopy on a hollow cathode discharge in which iron is 
sputtered off the cathode [SME04]. The light can be detuned slightly off-resonance by 
changing the offset of the spectroscopy signal in the feedback loop. For more information 
on the UV laser system see [SMEOl]. The light for the standing wave is created by an 
AOM at 150 MHz, thus detuning the light mask by approximately 58 r. 
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Figure 4.1: Schematical view of the setup used for the deposition nano structures of iron 
(movable slit withdrawn) and measurement of laser cooling (sampleholder withdrawn, mov
able slit inserted). 

4.2 Magnetic field coils 

Since the mechanism of polarization gradient cooling relies on the way the light transfers 
the atom between various magnetic substates, it is imperative that this process is not 
disturbed by magnetic fields. To this end three sets of magnetic coils were constructed 
to null the magnetic field in the laser cooling section. In Fig. 4.2 a schematic diagram 
of the coils with their sizes and distance are shown. The current through the coils was 
provided by two power supplies with each three outputs (Philips PE 1514) operating in 
current limited mode. Four of the six outputs were used: the z-axis and x-axis coils were 
powered in pairs, while each of the two y-axis coils were powered independently. The 
magnetic field was first measured using a very sensitive Gauss meter (sensitivity up to 
0.1 mGauss). This was only clone along the direction of the atomie beam (y-axis), since 
the atoms which diverge significantly from the central beam axis are not detected. The 
measurement without current through the coils is shown in Fig. 4.3a. The current was 
then adjusted to null the magnetic field as much as possible. As Fig. 4.3b shows this 
lowered the magnetic field by a factor of ten. The currents through the coils were: 

- z-axis coils: 43.0 [mA]. 

- x-axis coils: 125.2 [mA]. 
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Figure 4.2: Schematical view of the coils. The current through the y-axis coils are adjusted 
separately, the rest are adjusted in pairs. 

- y-axis, front: 22.85 [mA]. 

- y-axis, back: 49.2 [mA]. 

The measured values after nulling are not on a flat line, but have a more quadratic nature. 
These inhomogeneities are due to the size and placement of the magnetic coils: they are 
not in a perfect Helmholz configuration and are not very large compared to the region 
in which the magnetic field is to be minimized. The absolute value of the magnetic field 
does not exceed 30 mGauss. This value can used to estimate if the effect it will have on 
cooling is significant. The precession frequency is equal to 

WL = µ3Bg1g 
n 

3eB 

4me 
( 4.1) 

Here µ 3 = 2en is the Bohr magneton and g1 the Landé factor of the ground state. me g 

The maximum precession frequency WL at 30 mGauss is then 63(2n) kHz. The smallest 
Clebsch-Gordan coefficient yf1745, so that if s0 = 1 the minimum Rabi frequency is 
v1i/8 · yf1745 r = 136(2n) kHz. This means that the smallest pumprate is higher than 
the largest precession frequency so that this does not significantly interfere with the 
cooling. 
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Figure 4.3: Magnetic field along the path the atoms follow during the interaction with the 
laser. a) Without current fiowing through the coils. b) With optimized current fiowing 
through the coils. 

4.3 Measurement of the absolute detuning 

4.3.1 Experimental setup 

When using polarization spectroscopy on the hollow cathode discharge, the output signal 
is a dispersive function of the absolute frequency. In theory, an output signal of 0 V 
should correspond to a detuning of 0 r. In practice, however, this is not the case due to 
slightly different sensitivity of the detectors, misalignments, imperfections in the electron
ics and the infiuence of magnetic fields ( which are qui te large due to the ferromagnetic 
cathode). Therefore the output signal resulting from the polarization spectroscopy must 
be calibrated. To this end the atomie beam itself is taken as reference, by measuring the 
spontaneous emission rate while scanning the exciting laser from about -300 MHz below 
to 300 MHz above resonance. In Fig. 4.4 a schematic representation of the measurement 
setup is given. 

To get a Doppler-free signal, the exciting laser is refiected back on itself. In Fig. 4.5 
and 4.6 the effect of the two overlapping laser beams is depicted. If the laser is far off
resonance, the forward going beam excites a different part of the velocity distribution then 
the refiected beam and spontaneous emission is just the sum of the two contributing parts. 
If the laser gets near resonance, both beams internet with the same part of the velocity 
distribution. Due to cross-saturation the total spontaneous emission rate is no longer the 
sum of the emission rates due to two separate beams. The result effect is the so-called 
Lamb-dip [DEM73] at the resonance frequency of the atom. To get a better signal to 
noise ratio, the refiected laser is chopped and the photomultiplier signal is amplified with 
a loek-in amplifier. The loek-in amplifier subtracts the single laser fiuorescence signal 
from the dual laser fiuorescence signal so that the Lamb-dip is relatively greater. To 
use this effect for a frequency calibration of the polarization spectroscopy error signal, 
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Figure 4.4: Schematical view of the setup used to calibrnte the polarization spectroscopy 
signal. 

the photomultiplier signal and error signal are measured simultaneously. By locating the 
Lamb-dip in the photomultiplier signal, the point of zero detuning in the error signal can 
be determined. 

To calibrate the frequency scan of the Ti:S laser, a Fabry-Perot interferometer with a 
free spectra! range of 150 MHz is used. While the Ti:S changes the frequency, part of the 
7 44 nm light is diverted to the interferometer. A photodiode registers the transmission 
of the cavity as function of the frequency, while the error signal is also recorded. This 
gives the peak-to-peak frequency of the error signal. Together with the zero point this 
completely defines the detuning as function of the error signal. 
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Figure 4.5: Excited state frnction, velocity distribution and fiuorescence of atoms due to 
two overlapping lasers as function of velocity. Satumtion parameter: s0 = 2. a) Far 
detuned (ó = 20 r). b) N ear resonance (ó = 3 r) c) On resonance. 
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Figure 4.6: Total fiuorescence as function of detuning. a) No chopping. b) Refiected beam 
chopped. 

4.3.2 Measurements 

The absolute detuning was measured using the method described in section 4.3.1. First 
the error signal was measured together with the Fabry-Perot transmission, then the error 
signal together with the photomultiplier signal. The laser frequency was varied by the 
computer in 819 steps at a scanning speed of 30 ms/step. The photomuplier was set to its 
most insensitive setting, since this has the lowest time constant. Using a more sensitive 
setting would give a higher signal before the loek-in amplifier, but would be filtered out by 
the loek-in due to the high time constant. For the peak-to-peak frequency the frequency 
range of the scan was about 500 MHz (1 GHz after doubling). For determining the zero 
point of the error signal, the scanwidth was about 150 MHz (300 MHz doubled). 

In Fig. 4. 7 the error signal and the signal of the photodiode behind the Fabry-Perot 
are shown as function of the frequency relative to the start of the frequency sweep. As can 
be seen, many higher order TEM modes are also visible due to imperfect mode matching 
of the laser with the cavity. The modes which are most probably the primary modes of 
the cavity are indicated with arrows and have been used to calibrate the frequency-axis 
(the frequency difference is 2 x 150 = 300 MHz). With the frequency-axis calibrated the 
peak-to-peak frequency of the error signal can be found: 47 ± 2 MHz. 

In Fig. 4.8 the error signal and the loek-in amplified ftuorescence signal are shown. 
The Lamb-dip is clearly visible at the center of the ftuorescence signal. The center of the 
dip (resonance frequency) is indicated with a vertical line. The error signal at resonance 
was 0.63 ± 0.15 V. In this region the frequency dependency of the error signal was 2.46 ± 
0.15 r /V, so that a 0 V the detuning is 1.5 ± 0.4 r. Note that, since the magnitude of 
the error signal varies with laser intensity, in order to use the error signal as reference for 
the detuning it is important to tune the amount of laser power going to the spectroscopy 
section in such a way that the amplitude of the error signal matches the amplitude of the 
reference measurement. 
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Chapter 5 

Measurement of the atomie beam 
divergence and flux 

5.1 Experimental setup and methodology 

In the deposition experiment only the central part of the atomie beam is used to create 
nanostructures. As already mentioned, it is important to have a well-collimated atomie 
beam. The method used to measure the divergence is illustrated in Fig. 5.1. To measure 
the divergence at the centre of the beam, a narrow slit is placed in the beam, so that all 
atoms further downstream have passed through this narrow slit. To detect the diverging 
atoms, a probe beam excites the atoms which then causes fiuorescence, which is imaged 
by a CCD camera. This way the laser induced fiuorescence (LIF) is measured position 
dependent. From this the divergence can be obtained by dividing the width of the LIF
signal by the distance of the probe beam from the slit. 

CCD Camera 

Cooling section 

Deposition chamber • Iron source 

~-c 1 to -~~~~~~~~~I 
Probe beam lnserted slit 

--~~~~~~~~~~~-..~ 

700mm 200 mm 

Figure 5.1: M easuring the divergence by using a narrow slit and imaging the fiuorescence 
due to a probe beam. 

To measure the divergence accurately a very narrow slit was used with a width of 10 
µm. 700 mm downstream, the diverged atom beam is excited by a high intensity probe 
beam. The probe beam fully saturates the atoms in the relevant velocity range, so that the 
fiuorescence is only dependent on the iron density. The pitch of one photosensitive CCD 
pixel is 13 µm. The camera lens has a focal distance of 50 mm and images the fiuorescence 
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approximately 1 on 2 on the CCD chip, so that 1 pixel is effectively 7 µm. Since the slit 
has a width of 10 µm, this results in a resolving power of about 17 µm/700mm = 0.024 
mrad. 

The divergence and flux has been measured using the setup discussed in Chapter 4 
with the following conditions/parameters: a cooling laser beam was used with saturation 
parameters s0 = 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, and6.0 at a detuning of ó = -0.5f, -1.0f, and 
-2.0 r using polarization setups 7r ..ln and njjn. The exposure time of the CCD camera was 
30 seconds per measurement, subtracting an image of a 30 seconds exposure of the CCD 
with no fiuorescence. The saturation parameter was obtained by measuring the intensity 
profile of the laser and calculating the average intensity. This profile was measured using 
a 2 x 0.2 mm slit and a power meter. In the vertical direction the intensity followed a 
Gaussian profile, from which a waist in the vertical direction of 0.88 mm FWHM was 
measured. In the horizontal direction the profile was much more irregular as can be seen 
in Figure 5.2. Also, part of the laser was masked to fix the length to 45 mm. It was aligned 
to have a more or less fiat profile in this direction. The average value of the intensity was 
devided by saturation intensity 10 (62 µW /mm2

) to calculate s0 . The intensity variation 
in the horizontal direction had a standard deviation from the average value of 183. 

6....----,~~~~~..-----.-~-..-~.....---,.----. 

5 

4 

-0 3 

2 

0-1----,~~~~~..-----.-~-.-~.....-----,.----1 

0 10 20 30 40 

Position [mm] 

Figure 5.2: Laser profile in the longitudinaljhorizontal direction. Laser power 26.4 mW. 
The standard deviation from the average value is 183. 

The measurements were performed in series of equal detuning, for each detuning the 
laser power was varied by turning a >../2 plate in front of a polarizing beam cube (PBC). 
After such a series, the pump laser was realigned and the magnitude of the error signal 
was checked and adjusted if necessary. Then the detuning was changed by adjusting 
the reference voltage of the feedback loop of the Ti:Sapphire laser. A detuning of ó = 

-1.5 r was not measured because at the time the measurements were clone it seemed an 
unnecessary step between ó = -1.0f and ó = -2.0f. For each CCD image the intensity 
is averaged in one direction for the area where the LIF is most intense. For every image the 
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same part of the image was used for averaging. The divergence and flux were determined 
by fitting a the sum of two Gaussian peaks to the averaged intensity. 

5.2 Atomie beam divergence measurements 

Uncooled Cooled 

Figure 5.3: Fluorescence imaged with the CCD camera. As can be seen the uncooled 
atomie beam is much broader than the cooled beam. 

In Fig. 5.3 two examples are shown of the fluorescence imaged with the CCD camera, 
one for an uncooled atomie beam and one for a cooled atomie beam. As can be seen the 
uncooled atomie beam is much broader than the cooled beam. In Fig. 5.4 the simulated 
and measured divergences are shown as function of saturation parameter and detuning. 
Note that while with the rate equation simulation only 7rll7r can be simulated, this simu
lations is also compared with the quantum Monte-Carlo simulation and measurements for 
a polarization setup of 7r .l7r. The reason behind this is that while the quantum Monte
Carlo simulation includes the polarization gradient, with the rate equation simulation it is 
possible to take an initial position and velocity distribution which closer matches the real 
situation, so that the measured divergences should be somewhere between the rate equa
tion and quantum Monte-Carlo simulations. In Fig. 5.5 the 7r .l7r and 7rll7r measurements 
are shown in one graph to illustrate the measured extra cooling of 7r .l7r. 

The results in Fig. 5.4 have some rather unexpected characteristics. For ó = -2.0 r 
the measurements all lie below the expected values. If there is no cooling laser, this 
can easily be explained: since the slit is 400 mm away of a skimmer, which is a hole 
with a diameter of 0.5 mm, only small angles can be measured. The most simple way 
to calculate the maximum measurable angle, dividing the diameter of the hole by the 
distance, would give 1.25 mrad, but the hole is round so that the FWHM is smaller 
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Figure 5.4: Simulated and measured divergences as function of the saturation parameter, 
detuning and polarization. For the rate equation only nlln could be used. 
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than this. The net effect of the source hole diameter, skimmer diameter and distance 
of the slit is an uncooled divergence of about 0. 75 mrad. If the cooling laser is turned 
on the maximum measurable angle is limited by the width of the atom beam and the 
distance between the slit and the end of the cooling section. To be able to measure larger 
angles, one would have to place the slit closer to the cooling section. This, however, is 
experimentally impractical. It would also be further away from the sample holder, so 
that the measured divergence is less similar to the divergence at the position of sample 
holder. The maximum measurable divergence of 0. 75 mrad is well below the simulation 
values for low s0 . For higher s0 and 7r J_Jr the divergences are higher than expected from 
the quantum Monte-Carlo simulations. It is, however, below the rate equation 7rll7r. The 
effect of polarization gradient cooling is visible for the 7r J_Jr measurements: they all lie 
below the 7rll7r measurements. However, the effect is rather small. 

For ó = -0.5 r the results do not agree with simulations. For lower saturation param
eters using ó = -0.5 r should cool better than ó = -1.0 r, especially for 7rll7r. That the 
cooling at ó = -0.5 r is less efficient than expected can be due to frequency fluctuations 
of the laser. The linewidth of iron is 2.58(27r) MHz, so that 0.5 r is equal to 1.29(27r) 
MHz. The stability of the Ti:Sapphire laser is specified at 0.5 MHz RMS, so that the sta
bility of the doubled laser is 1.0 MHz RMS. From this, as well as from the more longterm 
intensity fluctuation on the error signal that also translates into a frequency fluctuation, 
it is clear that for ó = -0.5 r the fluctuation in the detuning has about the same size 
as the detuning itself. The effect of this is that the measured width is an average of the 
widths obtained with light with a detuning between ó = 0.0 rand ó = -1.0 r. For very 
small detuning there is very little cooling and large diffusion, so that this increases the 
divergence. 7r j_Jr cools notably better than 7rll7r, which of coarse can be expected from 
the quantum Monte-Carlo simulations. For high s0 the 7rll7r measurements lie below the 
quantum Monte-Carlo simulations, although the divergence grows again for s0 = 6. This 
can also be seen for a detuning ó = -1.0 r and will be discussed shortly hereafter. 

For ó = -1.0f and 7rll7r the measurements are approximately in agreement with the 
rate equation simulation. As already mentioned, the measured divergences for higher 
saturation parameters are below the quantum Monte-Carlo simulations for 7rll7r. Since at 
high saturation parameters the broadening is caused by a large diffusion coefficient, some 
mechanism must have negated this. A possible reason could be that the >../ 4-plate was 
slightly off, thus creating a polarization gradient. This, however, can be ruled out, since 
removing the >../4-plate when having it in 7rJl7r position did not significantly change the 
divergence. Another possibility can be the nonuniform laser profile. At the beginning 
and end of the cooling section the saturation parameter was smaller than the average 
saturation parameter, and therefore had a smaller diffusion coefficient. A third possibility 
is the effect fast fluctuations of the laser frequency have on the diffusion. With the 
semiclassical approach we found that the autocorrelation had a timescale of 0(100 r-1 ). 

If the laser frequency randomly and significantly changes within this timescale, this means 
the autocorrelation of the force will fall off quicker than expected, thus reducing the 
diffusion coefficient. Another way the autocorrelation of the force can decay quicker is 
when the standing wave moves back and forth at high frequencies, which will uncorrelate 
the pumpingspeed between two moments if the noise on the position of the standing wave 
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is high enough. This can be due to a vibrating mirror: it can be excited at high frequencies 
by the vibrations of the turbopumps. 

For ó = -1.0 r and 1r.ln the difference between experiment and simulation is much 
smaller. The measured divergence is larger than expected from the simulations. This is 
not surprising since polarization gradient cooling is sensitive to imperfect wavefronts. The 
polarization will also be not perfectly 7r J_n. The average interaction time is also slightly 
less then the 1000 r used in the simulations, which results in slightly broader divergence. 

All in all, the results agree best at a detuning of ó = -1.0 r. Experimentally, the 
best cooling is achieved with n J_n at a detuning of ó = -1.0 r and s0 = 4, which results 
in a divergence of 293 ± 10 µrad. In an upcoming article [SME04] several of the factors 
mentioned here as causes of the deviations between the experiments and the simulations 
(most notably, the maximum measurable angle and spread in the laser frequency) are 
incorporated in the calculations. This results in much better agreement, indicating that 
these factors are indeed the major causes of the discrepancies. 

5.3 Atomie beam flux measurements 

In the previous section we measured the atomie beam divergence. As already stated 
earlier, this is not the only important purpose of laser cooling: cooling can also be used 
to increase the central flux of the atomie beam. In Fig. 5.6 the measured flux is given as 
function of detuning, saturation parameter, and polarization setup. The measured fluxes 
are consistently below the rate equation flux simulations, but have better agreement for 
high saturation parameters. The trends are approximately the same: the flux growth 
predicted for a detuning {J = -2.0 r indeed is present and the measured {J = -0.5 r 
curve lies close to the simulation curve. The highest measured flux was measured for 
a polarization nJ_n, detuning ó = -2.0f and saturation parameter s0 = 4: 313 flux 
growth. The divergence at this setting is 490 µrad. For So = 4 and {J = -1.0 r' which 
was the setting with the smallest divergence, the flux growth is -313. 

The measurement for ó = -2.0 r shows the largest flux gain. This is due to the large 
capture range of the cooling force when using a detuning of ó = -2.0 r. Due to this large 
capture range, atoms which would normally not be able to reach the slit now pass the 
slit. The higher detuning also has the advantage that atoms with a velocity near v = 0 
scatter less photons than they would scatter for a lower detuning, thus suppressing the 
leakage to the metastable state. 

For detunings ó = -0.5 rand - 1.0 r laser cooling does not result in higher flux: the 
flux loss due to the leak to the metastable states is greater than the flux gain due to 
the collimation of iron atoms. The measured flux is also lower than expected. The most 
obvious explanation for this is that if the divergence is larger than expected, a smaller part 
of the total flux goes through the slit. However, if a larger divergence is accompanied by a 
smaller scattering rate this does not have to be the case. If the cooling is less effective than 
expected, not due toa lower scattering rate but due to the reasons given in paragraph 5.2, 
the atoms go to v = 0 slower than expected, while at the same time having the expected 
scattering rate. The scattering rate has a local minimum atv= 0, so that on average an 
atom is more on resonance with one of the lasers if it takes longer to slow down to v = 0, 
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Figure 5.6: Simulated and measured flux as function of the saturation parameter and 
detuning. Flux on the y-axis is the central flux relative to the flux without cooling lasers. 
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thus scattering more photons and leaking more to the metastable state. 

5.4 Conclusions about the measurements 

When comparing the measurements with the simulations, there are discrepancies between 
the simulated cooling and the measured cooling. Most of these discrepancies can be 
explained: for detuning ó = -2.0 r the geometrical layout of the measurement setup limits 
the maximum measurable divergence, while for detuning ó = -0.5 r the instability of the 
laser results in a divergence that is larger than expected. A small detuning ( ó = -0.5 r 
or ó = -1.0 r) and a polarization setup ?T "Lrr results in the best cooling. The atomie 
beam flux measurement show the same trends as the rate equation simulation results. 
Both show that a detuning ó = -2.0 r results in the best flux, which is due to the larger 
capture range and lower scattering rate at small velocities. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusions and recommendations 

The purpose of using simulation programs for laser cooling is to understand and predict 
the effect of using a particular setup. The three simulation methods used in this report 
each have their advantages and disadvantages. 

The rate equation method has a number of strengths: it simulates a realistic velocity 
distribution, takes little computation time and provides both position and velocity of 
individual atoms. This makes it easy to translate the experimental setup into simulation 
parameters. It does a rather good job on the flux calculations, especially for higher 
saturation parameters. It is, however, a pure classical approach and can therefore not 
simulate polarization gradient cooling, so that the cooling is underestimated for 7r J_7r 
cooling. On the other hand, the diffusion is underestimated since stimulated diffusion 
effects are not incorporated, so that for Doppler (7rll7r and a+a+) cooling the results are 
too optimistic. 

We find that the semiclassical approach is not suitable to simulate iron due to the large 
angular momentum and recoil parameter of iron, which makes the use of the Fokker-Planck 
equation invalid. It also proved computationally intensive. An alternative semiclassical 
approach is to create a new program, which would calculate trajectories of individual 
atoms by calculating the time and position dependent density matrix and force. When 
doing this it is necessary to remove the repopulation term in the Optical Bloch Equations 
and use the decaying trace of the density matrix to determine when a spontaneous emission 
occurs. The force operator would be divided by the trace of the density matrix to get 
the correct force. It would incorporate light shifts, but be computationally less intensive 
than the quantum Monte-Carlo program since it would not quantize the momentum. The 
problems with the long time scales needed to calculate the stimulated term of the diffusion 
coefficient would be solved and it would be able to simulate realistic velocity distributions 
like the rate equation method. If such a program is to be made, a lot of the code produced 
for the semiclassical program can be recycled. It also would not be too much trouble to 
add support for magnetic fields. The program would also automatically be usable to 
calculate focussing by a light mask. 

The quantum Monte-Carlo method should of course give the most accurate description 
of laser cooling. However, the laser cooling measurements showed less stimulated diffusion 
and less sub-Doppler cooling due to the imperfect laser setup. It also cannot accurately 
predict the flux because of the lack of position information. Another limitation is the size 
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of the momentum base. 
In the experiments we see that a small detuning ( ó = -1.0 r or ó = -0.5 r) results in 

better cooling, while a larger detuning ( ó = -2.0 r) results in more flux due to its higher 
capture range. The predicted extra cooling due to a polarization gradient could indeed be 
observed and was most apparent for ó = -0.5 r. This extra cooling for 1r..l7r resulted not 
in a significant extra loss of flux and it is therefore recommended to use this polarization 
setup in the deposition experiments. 

All in all, experiments and simulations proved the effect of leaking to be substantial, 
but with suitable parameters (so ~ 4, -2.0 r < ó < -1.0 r and 1T' J_7T' polarization) laser 
cooling of iron proved to be beneficent for both flux and divergence. 
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Appendix A 

Semiclassical FORTRAN program 

* Program to calculate doppler and sub-doppler farces 
* using operator description, as described in the article 
* "Operator description of laser cooling", by G. Nienhuis et al. 
* Phys. Rev. A 44, 462 {1991) 
* The OBE-equations are given by Eq. 2.4, the force by Eq. 3.1 
* The density matrix elements are calculated until in steady state 
* is reached. The steady state density matrix is used to calculate the 
* average force and spontaneous emission term of the diffusion. Stimulated 
* terms of the diffusion are calculated by integrating the correlation of 
* F{t) and F(t+tau) 
* Main module: KOEL 

module koel 
*Parameters: jg (ground state), je (excited state), nst (number of states), 
* nelem {number of elements density matrix), n {number of starting positions -1), 
* firstrun {switch to prevent reallocation of certain variables), nlambda (number 
* of wavelengths after wich to assume steady state) 

external D02CJF ,D02CJX,D02CJW 
integer :: jg, je, nst, nelem, n, firstrun, nlambda 

* Polarization beams in - and + direction 
real*8 phi(-1:1) 

* Solution of the density matrix and correlation of force 
complex*16, allocatable, dimension(:) :: Cplustau, Cmintau, 

&trrhoplus, trrhomin, trsigmagg, feffsq 
* Velocity dependant force, diffusion, impulse density, excited state fraction 
* and leaked density 

real*8, allocatable, dimension(:) :: forcearray, diftot, impdens, 
&exfrac, leakdens, imptemp 

* Parameter of time-integral, k times v, phase due to starting position and 
* periodicity of diffusion coefficient 

real*8 tau, kayv, startphase, diff_period 
* Force at starting position and force averaged over a wavelength. 

complex*16 feffstart,Faverage 
* various matrices to work with 

complex*16, allocatable, dimension(:) " 
&rhominstr, rhoplusstr, sigmastr, Workspace, tempmatO, 
&tempmatOa, tempmatOb,tempmatOc,tempmatOd,tempmatOe 

* Rabi-operator, dipole-operator, etc. 
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complex*16, allocatable, dimension(:,:,:) :: Rmat, Rmatcon, Qminl, 
&Qplusl, Qzero, Qminlcon, Qpluslcon, feff, 
&nablaRmat, nablaRmatcon, tempmatl, tempmat2, 
&Qzerocon, Rtot, nablaRtot, 
&RmatconRmat2, tempmat3, tempmat4, sigmass 
complex*16, allocatable, dimension(:,:) :: 

& temp3,rhoplus, rhomin, temprho, sigmaggac, rhoplusac, 
&temprho2, decaymat 

* Information of sparseness of used matrices 
integer, allocatable, dimension(:) : : nnzQplusl, nnzQzero, 

&nnzQminl, nnzQminlcon, nnzQpluslcon, 
&nnzQzerocon, nnzRtot, nnznablaRtot 
integer, allocatable, dimension(:,:) :: Rtotrow, Rtotcol, 

&nablaRtotcol, nablaRtotrow, Qminlrow, Qminlcol, Qpluslcol, 
&Qpluslrow, Qzerorow, Qzerocol,Qminlconrow, Qminlconcol, 
&Qpluslconcol, Qpluslconrow, Qzeroconrow, Qzeroconcol 

*Parameters 
complex*16, parameter :: ci=cmplx(O.d0,1.dO) 
real*8, parameter :: pi=3.1415927d0, grad=pi/180.dO 
contains 

function CLEB (jl, ml, j2, m2, j3, m3) 
* Shorthand for clebsch, which is defined in AtomRou 

use angular 
implicit none 
integer jl, ml, j2, m2, j3, m3 
real*8 cleb 
cleb=clebsch( dble(j 1) ,dble(j2) ,dble(j3), 

& dble(ml ),dble(m2),dble(m3),.false.) 
end function cleb 

subroutine Fokkerplanck(nstep,intsteps,inttime,kayvmax,gprc,leak, 
& foksup) 

* Use fokkerplanck equation to calculate impulse density. 
* nstep: number of calculated points for the diffusion and force. 
* intsteps: number of steps used to calculate time integral 
* inttime: duration of atom-laser interaction in 1/gamma. 
* kayvmax: hightest kv for wich force is calculated. 
* gprc: gamma per recoil: recoil-parameter*2 
* leak: Fraction of spontaneous decay to a metastable ground-state 

integer nstep, intsteps, i, j, t,foksup 
real*8 kayvmax, kayvstep, gprc, inttime, deltat, invstep, 

&invstepsq, temp, temp2, leak, deltax 
kayvstep=kayvmax/ dble( nstep*foksup) 
deltat=inttime / ( dble( intsteps)) 
invstep=0.5*dble(nstep*foksup )/kayvmax 
invstepsq=( dble( nstep*nstep*foksup*foksup)) / (kayvmax*kayvmax) 

* Symmetrize force and diffusion, extend bath sides to prevent 
* Errors due to diff erentiating at the ends of the velocity interval 
* 2*nstep l2*nstep+ll 2*nstep 

* /\ 
*Force: ---/ \ 
* 
* 

\ /-
\/ 
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* ---\ 
* Diffusion 

* 

/-
-\/-

* Excited state fraction: 

* 
* 
* 

---/ \---

* Initial density: 

* 
* ... " .. 1 1""" 

forcearray(3*foksup*nstep+ 1 )=0.dO 
do i=O,(nstep) 

forcearray( ( foksup*(2*nstep+i )+ 1) )= 
& -forcearray((foksup*( 4*nstep-i)+l)) 

diftot( ( foksup*(2*nstep+i )+ 1) )=diftot( ( foksup*( 4 *nstep-i )+ 1)) 
exfrac( ( foksup*(2*nstep+i )+ 1) )=exfrac( ( foksup*( 4 *nstep-i )+ 1)) 

end do 
do i=l,(6*foksup*nstep+l) 

impdens(i)=l.0 
leakdens(i)=O.dO 
imptemp(i)=O.dO 

end do 
do i=l,(2*foksup*nstep) 

impdens(i)=O.dO 
impdens(6*foksup*nstep+2-i)=0.d0 
forcearray(i )=forcearray(2*foksup*nstep+ 1) 
forcearray( 6*foksup*nstep+2-i )=forcearray( 4*foksup*nstep+1) 
diftot(i )=diftot(2*foksup*nstep+ 1) 
diftot( 6*foksup*nstep+2-i)=diftot( 4*foksup*nstep+1) 
exfrac( i) =exfrac( 2*foksup*nstep+ 1) 
exfrac( 6*foksup*nstep+2-i )=exfrac( 4*foksup*nstep+1) 

end do 
* interpolation of force, difjusion and excited state fraction for 
* element (2 *nstep *foksup+ 1 .. 4 *nstep *foksup + 1). This is a second order 
* Interpolation so that the second derivative stays smooth 

if (foksup.gt.l) then 

*Force 

do i=-nstep,(nstep-1) 
do j=l,(foksup-1) 

deltax=dble(j) /foksup 

forcearray( foksup*(3*nstep+i )+j+ 1 )= 
& delta x*( forcearray(foksup*(3*nstep+i+l)+l) + 
& ( deltax-1 )*0.5*( forcearray(foksup*(3*nstep+i+2)+ 1 )
& forcearray(foksup*(3*nstep+i)+l) ) + 0.5* 
&( deltax-1 )*( deltax-1)*( forcearray(foksup*(3*nstep+i+2)+ 1) 
& +forcearray(foksup*(3*nstep+i)+l) -
& 2*forcearray(foksup*(3*nstep+i+samprat+l)+l)) )+ 
& (1-deltax)*( forcearray(foksup*(3*nstep+i)+l) + 
& deltax*0.5*( forcearray(foksup*(3*nstep+i+l)+l) -
& forcearray(foksup*(3*nstep+i-1)+1) ) + 0.5* 
& deltax*deltax*( forcearray(foksup*(3*nstep+i+ 1)+1 )+ 
& forcearray(foksup*(3*nstep+i-1)+1)-
& 2*forcearray(foksup*(3*nstep+i)+l) )) 

* Excited state fraction 
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exfrac( foksup*(3*nstep+i )+j+ 1 )= 
& deltax*( exfrac(foksup*(3*nstep+i+l)+l) + 
& ( deltax-1 )*0.5*( exfrac(foksup*(3*nstep+i+2)+ 1 )
& exfrac(foksup*(3*nstep+i)+l) ) + 0.5* 
&( deltax-1 )*( deltax-1 )*( exfrac(foksup*(3*nstep+i+2)+ 1) 
& +exfrac(foksup*(3*nstep+i)+l) -
& 2*exfrac(foksup*(3*nstep+i+samprat+l)+l)) )+ 
& (1-deltax)*( exfrac(foksup*(3*nstep+i)+l) + 
& deltax*0.5*( exfrac(foksup*(3*nstep+i+l)+l) -
& exfrac(foksup*(3*nstep+i-1)+1) ) + 0.5* 
& deltax*deltax*( exfrac(foksup*(3*nstep+i+l)+l)+ 
& exfrac(foksup*(3*nstep+i-1)+1)-
& 2*exfrac(foksup*(3*nstep+i)+l) )) 

* Diffusion 
diftot( foksup*(3*nstep+i )+j+ 1 )= 

& deltax*( diftot(foksup*(3*nstep+i+l)+l) + 
& ( deltax-1 )*0.5*( diftot(foksup*(3*nstep+i+2)+ 1 )
& diftot(foksup*(3*nstep+i)+l) ) + 0.5* 
&( deltax-1 )*( deltax-1 )*( diftot(foksup*(3*nstep+i+2)+1) 
& +diftot(foksup*(3*nstep+i)+l) -
& 2*diftot(foksup*(3*nstep+i+samprat+l)+l)) )+ 
& (1-deltax)*( diftot(foksup*(3*nstep+i)+l) + 
& deltax*0.5*( diftot(foksup*(3*nstep+i+l)+l) -
& diftot(foksup*(3*nstep+i-1)+1) ) + 0.5* 
& deltax*deltax*( diftot(foksup*(3*nstep+i+ 1)+ 1 )+ 
& diftot(foksup*(3*nstep+i-1)+1)-
& 2*diftot(foksup*(3*nstep+i)+l) )) 

end do 
end do 
end if 
print*,' Ini tialized fokker-planck' 

* Do the diff erential equation 
* W(p,t)=> W(p,t)+deltat*dW /dt 
* dW/dt =(1-leak*exfrac)*(-(FW)' + (DW)") 
* dWl/dt= leak*exfrac*(-(FW)' + (DW) ") 
* Devisions by kayvstep are done by multiplying with 1/kayvstep to 
* save computation time. Note: discrete (FW)' != F'W + W'F 

do t=l,intsteps 
do i=2,(6*foksup*nstep) 

* Corrections at the end of the array's to maintain 2*foksup*nstep-1 particles 
if (i.eq.2) then 
imptemp(i )=-gprc*invstep*( forcearray(i+ 1)*impdens(i+1 )

& forcearray( i -1) *impdens( i -1)) + 
& gprc*gprc*invstepsq*( diftot(i+ 1)*impdens(i+1 )+ 
& diftot(i-1 )*impdens(i-1 )-diftot(i)*impdens(i)) 

else if (i.eq.3) then 
imptemp(i )=-gprc*invstep*( forcearray(i+ 1)*impdens(i+1) )+ 

& gprc*gprc*invstepsq*( diftot(i+ 1)*impdens(i+1 )+ 
& diftot(i-1 )*impdens(i-1 )-2*diftot(i)*impdens(i)) 

else if (i.eq.(6*foksup*nstep-1)) then 
imptemp(i)=-gprc*invstep*(-forcearray(i-l)*impdens(i-1))+ 

& gprc*gprc*invstepsq*( diftot(i+ 1)*impdens(i+1 )+ 
& diftot(i-1 )*impdens(i-1 )-2*diftot(i)*impdens(i)) 

else if (i.eq.(6*foksup*nstep)) then 
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imptemp(i )=-gprc*invstep*( forcearray(i + 1)*impdens(i+1 )
& forcearray(i-l)*impdens(i-1))+ 
& gprc*gprc*invstepsq*( diftot(i+l )*impdens(i+l )+ 
& diftot(i-1 )*impdens(i-1 )-diftot(i)*impdens(i)) 

else 
* Diff erentials in 'normal farm' 

imptemp(i )=-gprc*invstep*( forcearray(i + 1 )*impdens( i+ 1 )
& forcearray(i-l)*impdens(i-1))+ 
& gprc*gprc*invstepsq*( diftot(i+ 1)*impdens(i+1 )+ 
& diftot(i-1 )*impdens(i-1 )-2*diftot(i)*impdens(i)) 

end if 
end do 

temp=O.dO 
temp2=0.d0 

do i=2,(6*foksup*nstep) 
* Change of leakdens and impdens 

leakdens(i)=leakdens(i)+leak*exfrac(i)*deltat*impdens(i) 
impdens(i )=( 1-leak*deltat*exfrac(i) )*impdens(i )+deltat*imptemp(i) 
end do 

*print*, t, impdens ( 3 *nstep *f oksup + 1) 
end do 
open (unit=3,file= 'fokker. out' ,status= 'unknown') 

* Write results to fokker.out 

* 

* 
* 
* 

do i=l,(2*foksup*nstep+l) 
write (3,*)(-kayvmax+(i-l)*kayvstep), 

&impdens( 2*foksup*nstep+ i) ,leakdens( 2*foksup*nstep+ i) 
Bforcearray(2*foksup *nstep+i), dijtot(2 *foksup *nstep+i) 
end do 

do i=1,(6*foksup*nstep+1) 
write (3, *),impdens(i),forcearray(i),diftot(i) 
end do 

close (unit=3) 
end subroutine 

subroutine Ccalc( ntdiscr ,deltat ,omega, delta) 
* Ccalc and Gevolve are used to calculate the C+(tau) and C-(tau) terms 
* of the diffusion as well as the force 

integer i, j, dir, pol, ntdiscr, mg, mg2,mg3,order,startpos 
integer order2, k 

complex* 16 expterm,expterm2 
real*8 deltat,omega,temp,delta, diffl, diff2 
open(unit=lO,file=' startposdif. out' ,status= 'unknown') 

* Initialise some variables 
Cplustau=O.dO 

Cmintau=O.dO 
trrhoplus=O.dO 
trrhomin=O.dO 
trsigmagg=O.dO 
feffsq=O.dO 
sigmagggac=O.dO 
rhoplusac=O.dO 
diff2=0.d0 

* Calculate diffusion f or different starting points 
do startpos=O,n 
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feffstart=O.dO 
startphase=2*diff_period *pi *startpos/ ( 1 +n) 
temp=dble(l.O/(l+n)) 

* lnitialise sigma on starting points and initialise matrices 
* Character in Gevolve works as a switch for different parts of it 

call Gevolve( 'S' ,deltat,omega,ntdiser,delta,startpos) 
call Gevolve( 'I' ,deltat,omega,ntdiser,delta,startpos) 
call Gevolve( 'U' ,deltat,omega,ntdiser,delta,startpos) 

* Calculate <J(t)> by trace sigma f 
do order=-1,1 

do i=l,nst 
do j=l,nst 
expterm2=zexp( ei *order* ( startphase)) 

feffstart=feffstart+ 
& sigmastr(i*nst+j-nst)*nablaRtot(j,i,order)*expterm2 

end do 
end do 

end do 
do i=l,ntdiser 

* Ground state fractions to be written to file ij J g= 1 
if(jg.eq.1) then 
sigmaggae ( 1, i) =sigmastr( 1*nst+1-nst) 
sigmaggae(2,i )=sigmastr(2*nst+2-nst) 
sigmaggae( 3, i) =sigmastr( 3*nst+3-nst) 
end if 

* Trace to find Cplustau and Cmintau <f(t)J(t+tau> 
do order=-1,1 
expterm=zexp( ei *order* ( startphase+ ( i -1) *deltat*kayv)) 

do k=l,nnznablaRtot( order) 
Cplustau(i)=Cplustau(i)+temp*rhoplusstr(nst* 

& nablaRtoteol(k,order )+nablaRtotrow(k,order )-nst )* 
& nablaRtot( nablaRtotrow(k,order) ,nablaRtoteol(k,order), 
& order)*expterm 

* Cmintau(i) =Cmintau(i) +temp *nablaRtot( nablaRtotrow(k, order) 
* ê3 , nablaRtotcol(k, order), order) *rhomin( nablaRtotcol(k, order) 
* ê3 , nablaRtotrow(k, order)) *expterm 
* Trace to calculata <f(t)><J(t+tau)> 

feffsq ( i) =feffsq( i )+ feffstart * 
& sigmastr( nst*nablaRtoteol(k,order )+nablaRtotrow(k,order )-
& nst )*temp*nablaRtot( nablaRtotrow(k,order), 
& nablaRtoteol(k,order ),order )*expterm 

end do 
end do 

Cmintau(i)=Cplustau(i) 
* tau -> tau+deltat 

call Gevolve( 'H' ,deltat,omega,ntdiser ,delta, start pos) 
end do 
diffl=O.dO 
do i=l,ntdiser 
diffl=diffl +0.5*deltat*Cplustau(i)+0.5*deltat* 

& Cmintau(i)-deltat*feffsq(i) 
end do 
write (10, *),startpos,( ( diffl-diff2)*(n+l)) 
print*,' Start pos =' ,startpos,( ( diffl-diff2)*(n+ 1)) 
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diff2=diffl 
end do 
close (unit=lO) 

end subroutine 

subroutine Gevolve(kar, deltat,omega,ntdiscr, 
&delta, start pos) 
character*l kar 
integer mg, mg2, pol, order, i,j,k,failtest 

&11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,dimens, step,ntdiscr,startpos 
complex*16 invterml, invterm2, invterm3, expterm,temp4 
real*8 deltat,omega,templ,temp2,tauac,tauac2,delta 
dimens= ( nst) 

* Calculate Rabi-operators, dipole-operators, etc. 
if (kar.eg.' I ') then 
invterml=l.0/(0.25+ ci*delta - delta*delta) 
invterm2=1.0/(0.25 + delta*delta) 
invterm3=1.0/(0.25-ci*delta -delta*delta) 

* Allocate arrays and initialise them 
if (firstrun.eq.l) then 
allocate(Rmat(nst,nst, -1: 1 ), 

& Rmatcon(nst,nst,-1:1), Qminl(nst,nst,-1:1), 
& Qplusl(nst,nst,-1:1), Qzero(nst,nst,-1:1), 
& Qminlcon(nst,nst,-1:1), Qpluslcon(nst,nst,-1:1), 
& Qzerocon(nst,nst,-1:1), Rtot(nst,nst,-1:1), 
& nablaRtot(nst,nst,-1:1)) 
allocate( tempmat2( nst,nst, -2:2), 

& feff(nst,nst,-2:2), rhomin(nst,nst), 
& nablaRmat(nst,nst, -1:1 ), nablaRmatcon(nst,nst,-1: 1 ), 
& tempmat3(nst,nst,-3:3),tempmat4(nst,nst,-4:4), 
& rhoplus(nst,nst)) 
allocate( nnzRtot( -1: 1) ,nnznablaRtot( -1: 1) ,nnzQzero( -1: 1), 

&nnzQplusl(-1:1),nnzQminl(-1:1),nnzQzerocon(-1:1), 
&nnzQpluslcon(-1:1), nnzQminlcon(-1:1)) 
allocate(Rtotrow( nst**2, -1: 1), 

&Rtotcol( nst**2, -1: 1) ,nablaRtotrow( nst**2, -1: 1), 
&nablaRtotcol( nst**2, -1: 1), Qminlrow( nst**2, -1: 1), 
&Qpluslrow( nst**2, -1: 1), Qzerorow( nst**2, -1: 1), 
&Qminlcol( nst**2, -1: 1), Qpluslcol( nst**2, -1: 1), 
&Qzerocol( nst**2, -1: 1 ), Qminlconrow( nst**2, -1: 1), 
&Qpluslconrow( nst**2, -1: 1), Qzeroconrow( nst**2, -1: 1), 
&Qminlconcol( nst**2, -1: 1), Qpluslconcol( nst**2, -1: 1), 
&Qzeroconcol(nst**2, -1:1)) 
allocate( decaymat( nst,nst)) 
allocate( tempmatO( nst *nst), tempmatOa( nst *nst), 

&tempmatOb( nst*nst), tempmatOc( nst*nst) ,tempmatOd( nst*nst), 
&temp3(nst,nst)) 
allocate( tempmatOe( nst*nst), temprho(nst,nst ), temprho2( nst,nst)) 
allocate( rhominstr( nst*nst) ,rhoplusstr( nst *nst), 

& Workspace(2*(28+21 *(nst*nst)))) 
rhominstr=O.dO 
rhoplusstr=O.dO 
nnzRtot=O 
nnznablaRtot=O 
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nnzQminl=O 
nnzQplusl=O 
nnzQzero=O 
nnzQminlcon=O 
nnzQzerocon=O 
nnzQpluslcon=O 
decaymat=O.dO 
Rmat = O.dO 
Rmatcon =0.dO 
nablaRmat =0.dO 
nablaRmatcon=O.dO 
Qminl=O.dO 
Qplusl=O.dO 
Qzero=O.dO 
Qminlcon=O.dO 
Qpluslcon=O.dO 
Qzerocon=O.dO 
rhoplus=O.dO 
feff=O.dO 
rhomin=O.dO 
tempmat=O.dO 
tempmat2=0.d0 
Rtotcol=O 
Rtotrow=O 
nablaRtotcol=O 
nablaRtotrow=O 
Qminlrow=O 
Qzerorow=O 
Qpluslrow=O 
Qminlcol=O 
Qzerocol=O 
Qpluslcol=O 
Qminlconrow=O 
Qzeroconrow=O 
Qpluslconrow=O 
Qminlconcol=O 
Qzeroconcol=O 
Qpluslconcol=O 

* Fill arrays with Rabi operators. The variable clas depends on the polarisation 
* of the two laser-beams 

do dir=-1,1,2 
do pol=-1,1,2 

if (pol.eq.-1) then 
clas=sin( (phi( dir )+45.dO)*grad) 

el se 
clas=cos( (phi( dir )+45.dO)*grad) 

end if 
do mg=-jg,jg 

if ((je+mg+pol+l).gt.0) then 
if ((je+mg+pol+l).lt.(2*je+2)) then 
Rmat( (2*jg+ 1)+je+mg+pol+1,jg+mg+ 1,dir )= 

& Rmat((2*jg+l)+je+mg+pol+l,jg+mg+l,dir)+ 
& clas*omega *cleb(jg,mg, 1, +pol,je,mg+pol) 

nablaRmat((2*jg+l)+je+mg+pol+l,jg+mg+l,dir)= 
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& nablaRmat((2*jg+l)+je+mg+pol+l,jg+mg+l,dir)+ 
& dir*ci *clas*omega *cleb(jg,mg, 1, +pol,je,mg+pol) 

end if 
end if 

end do 
end do 

end do 
* Calculate dipole operators 

do mg=-jg,jg 
if ((je+mg).gt.O) then 

if ((je+mg).lt.(2*je+l)) then 
Qminl ( (2*jg+ 1)+je+mg,jg+mg+1,0)= 

& cleb(jg,mg,1, -1,je,mg- l) 
end if 
end if 

if ((je+mg+2).lt.(2*je+2)) then 
if ((je+mg+2).gt.0) then 

Qplusl ( (2*jg+ 1)+je+mg+2,jg+mg+1,0)= 
& cleb(jg,mg,1,+l,je,mg+l) 

end if 
end if 
if ((je+mg+l).gt.0) then 
if ((je+mg+l).lt.(2*je+2)) then 

Qzero( (2*jg+ 1)+je+mg+1,jg+mg+ 1,0)= 
& cleb(jg,mg,1,0,je,mg) 

end if 
end if 

end do 
* Calculate hermitian conjugates 

do dir=-1,1,2 
do i=l,nst 

do j=l,nst 
if (Rmat(j,i,-dir).ne.(O.dO)) then 

Rmatcon(i,j,dir)=DCONJG(Rmat(j,i,-dir)) 
end if 

if (nablaRmat(j,i,-dir).ne.(O.dO)) then 
nablaRmatcon(i,j,dir)=DCONJG(nablaRmat(j,i,-dir)) 

end if 
end do 

end do 
end do 

* Calculate R plus Rcon for OBE and save which mat'rix-elements are non-zero 
do dir=-1,1,2 
nnzRtot( dir) =0 
nnznablaRtot( dir )=0 
do i=l,nst 

do j=l,nst 
Rtot(i,j ,dir )=Rmat(i,j ,dir )+ Rmatcon(i,j, dir) 
nablaRtot(i,j ,dir )=nablaRmat(i,j ,dir )+nablaRmatcon(i,j ,dir) 
if (Rtot(i,j,dir).ne.(O.dO)) then 

nnzRtot( dir )=nnzRtot( dir )+ 1 
Rtotrow(nnzRtot( dir ),dir )=i 
Rtotcol( nnzRtot( dir), dir )=j 

end if 
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if (nablaRtot(i,j,dir).ne.(O.dO)) then 
nnznablaRtot( dir )=nnznablaRtot( dir )+ 1 
nablaRtotrow( nnznablaRtot( dir) ,dir )=i 
nablaRtotcol( nnznablaRtot( dir) ,dir )=j 

end if 
end do 

end do 
end do 

* Dimensionless dipole operators 
do i=l,nst 

do j=l,nst 
if ((Qzerocon(i,j,O)).ne.(O.dO)) then 
print*,' Een foutje' 
end if 
if (Qminl(j,i,O).ne.(O.dO)) then 
nnzQminl(O)=nnzQminl(O)+ 1 
nnzQminlcon(O)=nnzQminlcon(O)+ 1 
Qminlrow(nnzQminl(O),O)=j 
Qminlcol(nnzQminl(O),O)=i 
Qminlconrow(nnzQminlcon(O),O)=i 
Qminlconcol(nnzQminlcon(O),O)=j 
Qminlcon(i,j,O)=DCONJG(Qminl(j,i,O)) 
end if 
if (Qplusl(j,i,O).ne.(O.dO)) then 
nnzQplusl(O)=nnzQplusl{O)+l 
nnzQpluslcon(O )=nnzQpluslcon(O)+ 1 
Qpluslrow(nnzQplusl{O),O)=j 
Qpluslcol{nnzQplusl{O),O)=i 
Qpluslconrow(nnzQpluslcon{O),O)=i 
Qpluslconcol( nnzQpluslcon{O) ,0 )=j 
Qpluslcon{i,j ,O)=DCON J G{ Qplusl (j ,i,O)) 
end if 
if (Qzero(j,i,O).ne.(O.dO)) then 
nnzQzero{O)=nnzQzero{O)+ 1 
nnzQzerocon{ 0)=nnzQzerocon{0)+1 
Qzerorow{nnzQzero{O),O)=j 
Qzerocol(nnzQzero{O),O)=i 
Qzeroconrow(nnzQzerocon{O),O)=i 
Qzeroconcol{nnzQzerocon{O),O)=j 
Qzerocon{i,j ,O)=DCON JG( Qzero{j ,i,O)) 
end if 

end do 
end do 

* Decay terms of the OBEs 
do i=l,{2*jg+l) 

do j=(2*jg+l+l),nst 
decaymat(i,j)=-{0.5+ci*delta) 
decaymat(j ,i )=-( 0.5-ci*delta) 
end do 

end do 
do i={2*jg+2),nst 

do j=(2*jg+2),nst 
decaymat(i,j)=-1.0 
end do 
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end do 
end if 
failtest=O 

* Cacculate starting sigma by integrating the OBE over nlambda 
* wavelengths or or nlambda/gamma 
* kayv = 0, starpos = 0 

if {startpos.eq.O) then 
templ=l.0/128.0 
Faverage=O.dO 
if (kayv.eq.{O.dO)) then 
tauac=O.dO 

tauac2=nlambda *2*pi 
call D02CJF( tauac, tauac2, ( 2*nst *nst) ,sigmastr, 

& ddt2,0.0000001, 'D' ,D02CJX,D02CJW,Workspace,failtest) 
do i=l,nst 

do j=l,nst 
sigmass( i,j, 1) =sigmastr( i *nst+ j-nst) 
end do 

end do 
end if 
if (kayv.ne.(O.dO)) then 

*calculate average force if kayv is not zero, starpos = 0 
Faverage=O.dO 
tauac=O.dO 
tauac2=nlambda *2*pi/kayv 

call D02CJF(tauac,tauac2,(2*nst*nst),sigmastr, 
& ddt2,0.0000001, 'D' ,D02CJX,D02CJW,Workspace,failtest) 

do order=-1,1 
expterm=zexp( ei *order*nlambda *2*pi) 

do i=l,nst 
do j=l,nst 
Faverage=Faverage+expterm *sigmastr( i *nst+ j-nst) * 

& nablaRtot(j,i,order)*templ 
if ( order.eq.O) then 

* IJ statement so that sigmass is only fi,lled once 
sigmass(i,j, 1 )=sigmastr{i *nst+j-nst) 
end if 
end do 

end do 
end do 
do 11=1,127 

tauac=( ( dble(nlambda+(0.5*(11-1 )/128.0) )*2*pi)/kayv) 
tauac2={ ( dble{ nlambda+(0.5*11/128.0) )*2*pi) /kayv) 

call D02CJF(tauac,tauac2,(2*nst*nst),sigmastr, 
& ddt2,0.0000001, 'D' ,D02CJX,D02CJW,Workspace,failtest) 

temp4=0.d0 
do order=-1,1 
expterm=zexp( (ei *order*( dble(nlambda)+0.5*dble{ll) /128.0 )*2*pi)) 

do i=l,nst 
do j=l,nst 
Faverage=Faverage+ temp 1 *sigmastr( i *nst+ j-nst) * 

& nablaRtot(j ,i,order )*expterm 
if (order.eq.O) then 

* IJ only so that sigmass is only filled once 
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* 

sigmass(i,j ,11+1 )=sigmastr(i*nst+j-nst) 
end if 
end do 

end do 
end do 
Faverage=O. dO 

end do 
tauac=( ( dble( nlambda+( 0.5* 127 .0 /128.0) )*2*pi) /kayv) 
tauac2=( ( dble( nlambda+(128.0 /128.0) )*2*pi) /kayv) 
call D02CJF(tauac,tauac2,(2*nst*nst),sigmastr, 

& ddt2,0.0000001, 'D' ,D02CJX,D02CJW,Workspace,failtest) 
end if 

el se 
* Startpos != 0 

do i=l,dimens 
do j=l,dimens 
sigmastr(i *nst+j-nst )=sigmass(i,j, 1) 
end do 

end do 
* kayv =0, starpos != 0 

if (kayv.eq.(O.dO)) then 
tauac=O.dO 
tauac2=((nlambda)*2*pi) 
call Dü2CJF(tauac,tauac2,(2*nst*nst),sigmastr, 

& ddt2,0.0000001, 'D' ,D02CJX,D02CJW,Workspace,failtest) 
do i=l,dimens 

do j=l,dimens 
sigmass( i,j ,start pos+ 1) =sigmastr( i *nst+ j-nst) 
end do 

end do 
else 

* Temporary set startphase to 0 to save calculation time. The new starting 
* position is calculated by integrating the OBEs a bit further instead of 
* doing the whole calculation over again 

temp2=startphase 
startphase=O.dO 
call D02CJF( ( ( nlambda+ 1 )*2*pi/kayv), 

&( ( ( nlambda+ 1 )*2*pi+temp2) /kayv), 
& (2*nst*nst ),sigmastr, ddt2,0.0000001, 'D' ,D02CJX,D02CJW, 
& Workspace,failtest) 

startphase=temp2 
end if 

end if 
if (failtest.ne.O) then 
print*,' An error has occurred in D02CJF' 
end if 

print*,' Steady state calculated' 
end if 

* calculate sigma* F 'rhoplusstr' 
if (kar .eq. 'U') then 
call spmone( rhoplusstr ,sigmastr ,nablaRtot,nablaRtotrow, 

& nablaRtotcol,nnznablaRtot,nst, 1,startphase) 
firstrun=O 

end if 
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* Fill sigma with starting values 
if (kar.eq.' S') then 

step=l 
tau=O.dO 
if (firstrun.eq.l) then 
allocate( sigmass( nst,nst, 128)) 
allocate( sigmaggac(3,ntdiscr) ,rhoplusac(3,ntdiscr)) 
allocate( sigmastr( nst*nst)) 
temp4=0.d0 
sigmastr=O. dO 
do i=l,(2*jg+l) 

sigmastr(i *nst+i-nst )=1.0/dble(2*jg+1) 
end do 

end if 
end if 

* Actual calculations 
if (kar.eq.'H') then 

* integration of the OBE's: 
* "rhoplus" 

failtest=O 
tauac=tau 

call D02CJF( tauac, tauac+deltat, ( 2*nst *nst) ,r hoplusstr, 
&ddt2,0.0000001, 'D' ,D02CJX,D02CJW,Workspace,failtest) 
if (failtest.ne.O) then 
print*,' An error has occurred in D02CJF' 
end if 

* rhomin commented, since C+(tau) = conj(C-(tau)) 
* failtest=O 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

tauac=tau 
call D02CJF(tauac, tauac+deltat, (2 *nst *nst), rhominstr, 

&ddt2, 0. 0000001, 'D ',D02CJX,D02CJW, Workspace,failtest) 
if (failtest. ne. 0) then 
print*, 'An error has occurred in D02CJF' 
end if 
print*, 'Test d/dt' 

* OBEs with sigma 
failtest=O 

tauac=tau 
call D02CJF(tauac,(tauac+deltat),(2*nst*nst),sigmastr, 

&ddt2,0.0000001, 'D' ,D02CJX,D02CJW,Workspace,failtest) 
if (failtest.ne.O) then 
print*,' An error has occurred in D02CJF' 
end if 
tau=tau+deltat 
end if 
end subroutine 

* This subroutine is called from the NAG routine to calculate d/dt 
* at a given time with a given density matrix 
* tau: time, entryarray: density matrix/rhoplus, exitarray d/dt entryarray 

subroutine ddt2( tau, entryarray, exit array) 
complex*16, dimension((nst*nst)) :: entryarray, exitarray 
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real*8 tau 
complex*16 temptrace, temptrace2 

integer i,j 
temptrace=O.dO 
temptrace2=0.d0 

* Non-isotrope repopulation of the ground state: 
call spmone( tempmatü,entryarray, Qminl, Qminlrow, 

& Qminlcol,nnzQminl,nst,l,tau*kayv+startphase) 
call spmtwo( tempmatüa, Qminlcon,tempmatü, Qminlconrow, 

& Qminlconcol,nnzQminlcon,nst, 1, tau *kayv+startphase) 
call spmone( tempmatü,entryarray, Qplusl, Qpluslrow, 

& Qpluslcol,nnzQplusl,nst,l,tau*kayv+startphase) 
call spmtwo( tempmatüb, Qpluslcon, tempmatü, Qplusl conrow, 

& Qpluslconcol,nnzQpluslcon,nst, 1,tau *kayv+startphase) 
call spmone( tempmatü,entryarray, Qzero, Qzerorow, 

& Qzerocol,nnzQzero,nst, 1,tau*kayv+startphase) 
call spmtwo( tempmatüc, Qzerocon,tempmatü, Qzeroconrow, 

& Qzeroconcol,nnzQzerocon,nst, 1, tau *kayv+startphase) 
* Rabi-operator on entryarray 

call spmtwo( tempmatüd ,Rtot, entryarray ,Rtotrow, 
& Rtotcol,nnzRtot,nst, 1, tau *kayv+startphase) 
call spmone( tempmatüe,entryarray, Rtot, Rtotrow, 

& Rtotcol,nnzRtot ,nst, 1, tau *kayv +startphase) 
do i=l,nst 
do j=l,nst 

* sum + decay-terms 
exitarray(i*nst+j-nst)= 

& (tempmatüa(i*nst+j-nst)+ 
& tempmatüb(i*nst+j-nst)+ tempmatüc(i*nst+j-nst)+ 
& ci*tempmatüd(i*nst+j-nst)-
& ci*tempmatüe(i *nst+j-nst )+decaymat(i,j )*entryarray(i *nst+j-nst)) 

end do 
end do 
end subroutine 

* Matrix multiplication of normal matrices with sparseness info of m3 
subroutine spmone(ml,m2,m3,rowl,coll,nnzero,dimens,nord,place) 
complex*16, dimension(:,:,:) :: m3 
complex*16, dimension(:) :: ml,m2 

integer, dimension (:,:) :: rowl,coll 
integer, dimension (:) : : nnzero 
integer i,j ,k,l,order ,dimens,nord 
real *8 place 

character*l,kar 
complex*16 expterm 
ml=O.dO 
do order=-nord,nord 

expterm=zexp( ei* (place) *order) 
do i=l,dimens 

do l=l,nnzero(order+l+nord) 
ml(i*dimens+coll(l,order+l+nord)-dimens)= 

& ml(i*dimens+coll(l,order+l+nord)-dimens)+ 
&m2(i*dimens+rowl(l,order+l+nord)-dimens)*m3(rowl(l,order+l+nord), 
& coll(l,order+ l+nord),order+ l+nord)*expterm 
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end do 
end do 

end do 
end subroutine 

* Matrix multiplication of normal matrices with sparseness info of m2 
subroutine spmtwo( ml ,m2 ,m3 ,rowl ,coll ,nnzero,dimens,nord ,place) 
complex*l6, dimension(:,:,:) :: m2 
complex*l6, dimension(:) :: ml, m3 
integer, dimension (:,:) :: rowl,coll 
integer, dimension (:) : : nnzero 
integer i,j ,k,1,order ,order2,dimens,nord 
real*8 place 
complex*l6 expterm 
ml=O.dO 
do order=-nord,nord 

expterm=zexp( ci*(place)*order) 
do l=l,nnzero( order+nord+ 1) 

do j=l, dimens 
ml(rowl(l,order+nord+ 1 )*dimens+j-nst )= 

& ml(rowl(l,order+nord+l)*dimens+j-nst)+ 
& m2( rowl(l,order+nord + 1) ,coll(l,order+nord+ 1) ,order+nord + 1 )* 
& expterm*m3(dimens*coll(l.order+nord+l)+j-dimens) 

end do 
end do 

end do 
end subroutine 

end module koel 

program koeling 
* Main program 
* Ajter input of the parameters, the OBE-equations are written and 
* subsequently solved for different values of the velocity 

use koel 
use solve 
use inout 
use prompt 
implicit none 
real*8 omega, gamma, kayvmax, delta, tdiscr, temp2 
real*8 tduur, diffusion, inttime, gprc, 

&diffusion3, templ. leak. vcapt, deltax 
complex*16 f, s, t, temp4 
integer i, pos, k, 1, lpos, j, zero, nonzero, ipol, nstep 
integer ntdiscr, mgacl, mgac2, jac, nt, iac2, jac2, 12, order 
integer mj, intsteps, pol, samprat,foksup 

* Get level structure and allocate arrays 
firstrun=l 

1=0 
jg=iread( 'Ground state') 
je=iread( 'Exci ted state') 
nst=2*jg+ 1+2*je+1 
nelem=nst**2 
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n=(iread('Number of starting positions')-1) 
print*,' Number of states : ',nst 
print*,' Number of elements : ',nelem 
print*,' Number of starting po si tions: ',n 

* Get detuning, intensity and polarization 
omega=dread( 'Omega' ) 
gamma=l.dO 
diftot=O.dO 
delta=dread( 'Detuning') 
kayvmax=dread( 'Maximum veloci ty') 

vcapt=dread('Expected capture range subdoppler') 
nstep=iread( 'Number of points') 

samprat=iread( 'Ratio detail low veloci ty vs high velo ei ty') 
foksup=iread( 'Interpolation factor Fokker-Planck') 
ipol=iread('Pol. scheme (1=spsm,2=lpl,3=sw-lin,4=sw-cir)') 

ntdiscr=iread( 'Number of t-points') 
tduur=dread( 'Integration time [1/gamma] ') 
nlambda=iread( 'Number of wavelengths after wich to assume 

& steady state') 
intsteps=iread( 'Number of t-points f or Fokker-Planck') 
inttime=dread(' Integration time Fokker-Planck [1/gamma] ') 
gprc=dread('(2pi*hbar*K)/(M*lambda*gamma)') 

leak=dread( 'Leak fraction') 
tdiscr=tduur / ( dble( ntdiscr)) 
allocate ( forcearray( 6*foksup*nstep+ 1) ,diftot( 6*foksup*nstep+ 1), 

&impdens( 6*foksup*nstep+ 1), exfrac( 6*foksup*nstep+ 1), 
&imptemp( 6*foksup*nstep+ 1), Cplustau( ntdiscr), 
& Cmintau( ntdiscr), trrhopl us( ntdiscr), trrhomin( ntdiscr), 
&trsigmagg( ntdiscr ), feffsq( ntdiscr), leakdens( 6*nstep*foksup+ 1)) 

* Fill phi with the 'right pola'risations 
if (ipol.eq.1) then 

phi=(/ 45.dO,O.dO, -45.dO /) 
diff_period=0.5 

else if (ipol.eq.2) then 
phi=(/0.dO,O.dO, 90.dO /) 
diff_period=0.5 

else if (ipol.eq.3) then 
phi=(/0.dO,O.dO,O.OldO/) 
diff_ period=O. 5 

else 
phi=(/-45.dO,O.dO, -45.0ldO/) 
diff_period=0.5 

end if 

* Loop over the velocity 
open ( unit=l ,file=' koeling. out' ,status=' unknown') 
open ( unit=4,file= 'diffusion. out' ,status=' unknown') 

i=O 
forcearray=O.dO 
diftot=O.dO 
exfrac=O.dO 

do while (i.le.nstep) 
if (1.ne.2) then 
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call teller (i,nstep,l) 

* calculate kayv 
kayv=dble(i )*kayvmax/ dble( nstep )+0.dO 

if (i.eq.O) then 
Faverage=O.dO 
end if 

temp4=0.d0 
* Calculate <J(t)j(t+tau)> and <f(t)><f(t+tau)>. ntdiscr values are calculated, 
* each tdisrc apart. 

call Ccalc(ntdiscr, tdiscr,omega,delta) 
open (unit=5,file=' ctau. out' ,status= 'unknown') 
open (unit=7,file=' sigmastr. out' ,status= 'unknown') 

* Diffusion3: stimulated term of diffusion 
diffusion3=0.d0 
do 12=1,ntdiscr 

diffusion3=diffusion3+0.5*tdiscr*Cplustau(12)+0.5*tdiscr* 
& Cmintau(12)-tdiscr*feffsq(12) 

end do 
print*,' Integration done' 

* Write to correlations to disk so that convergence can be checked 
do 12=1,ntdiscr 
write ( 5, * )dble( Cplustau(12)), dble( Cmintau(12)), dble( feffsq(12)) 
if (jg.ge.1) then 
write (7, *)dble(sigmaggac(l,12) ),dble(sigmaggac(2,12) ), 

&dble(sigmaggac(3,12)) 
end if 
end do 
close (unit=5) 
close (unit= 7) 
diffusion=O.dO 

* Spontaneous emission term of diffusion: zz term of tensor 
* Also calculate excited state fraction ij kayv=O. dO the atom 
* stays at the starting position and diffusion and excited state fraction 
* are calculated from the different starting position 

if (kayv.ne.(O.dO)) then 
do mj=-je,je 
temp4=0.d0 

do 12=1,128 
temp4=temp4+sigmass((2*jg+l+je+l+mj), 

& (2*jg+l+je+l+mj),12) 
end do 

temp4=temp4/128.0 
exfrac( foksup*(3*nstep+i )+ 1 )=exfrac( foksup*(3*nstep+i )+ 1 )+ 

& dble(temp4) 
if (dble(temp4).lt.(0.d0)) then 

print*,'Er gaat iets fout' 
end if 
diffusion=diffusion +d ble( 0. 2*temp4 * 

& ( ( cleb(jg,mj-1,1,1,je,mj)*cleb(jg,mj-1, 1,1,je,mj)+ 
& cleb(jg,mj+l, 1, -1,je,mj)*cleb(jg,mj+l, 1,-1,je,mj) )+ 
& (0.5)*( cleb(jg,mj, 1,0,je,mj)*cleb(jg,mj, 1,0,je,mj)))) 
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end do 
el se 
do mj=-je,je 
temp4=0.d0 

do 12=0,n 
temp4=temp4+sigmass((2*jg+l+je+l+mj), 

& (2*jg+l+je+l+mj),12+1)/dble(l+n) 
end do 

exfrac( foksup*(3*nstep+i )+ 1 )=exfrac( foksup*(3*nstep+i )+ 1 )+ 
& dble(temp4) 

diffusion=diffusion+dble( ( 0.2)*temp4 * 
& ( ( cleb(jg,mj-1, 1, 1,je,mj)*cleb(jg,mj-1,1,1,je,mj)+ 
& cleb(jg,mj+ 1,1,-1,je,mj)*cleb(jg,mj+ 1,1, -1,je,mj) )+ 
& (0.5)*( cleb(jg,mj ,1,0,je,mj)*cleb(jg,mj ,1,0,je,mj)))) 

end do 
end if 

diftot( foksup*(3*nstep+i)+ 1 )=dble( diffusion )+dble( diffusion3) 
forcearray( foksup*(3*nstep+i )+ 1 )=Faverage 

* Save velocity, force, excited state fraction and Diffusion 
write (1, *)kayv,forcearray(foksup*(3*nstep+i)+ 1 ), 

& exfrac(foksup*(3*nstep+i)+l) 
write (4,*)kayv,diffusion,dble( diffusion3) 
end if 

* Since sub-doppler farces change the most rapidly, its aften not needed to have 
* the same amount of points outside a certain region around kayv=O. lnterpolation 
* can be used to speed up the calculations 

if (samprat.ne.1) then 
if (kayv.gt.vcapt) then 
i=i+(samprat-1) 

if (i.ge.nstep) then 
if (l.eq.O) then 
i=nstep-1 
l=l+l 
end if 

end if 
end if 

end if 
i=i+l 

end do 
* Symmetrize force and diffusion 

do i=l,nstep 
forcearray( foksup*(3*nstep-i)+ 1 )=-forcearray( foksup*(3*nstep+i )+ 1) 
diftot( foksup*(3*nstep-i)+ 1 )=diftot( foksup*(3*nstep+i )+ 1) 
exfrac( foksup*(3*nstep-i )+ 1 )=exfrac( foksup*(3*nstep+i )+ 1) 

end do 
* lnterpolation preparations 

i=O 
if (samprat.ne.l) then 
do j=l,2*foksup*samprat 

forcearray(foksup*( 4 *nstep )+j+ 1)=forcearray(foksup*(4*nstep )+ 1) 
diftot(foksup*( 4 *nstep )+j+ 1)=diftot(foksup*(4 *nstep )+ 1) 
exfrac(foksup*( 4*nstep )+j+ 1)=exfrac(foksup*(4*nstep )+1) 
end do 

do while (i.le.nstep) 
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kayv=dble(i )*kayvmax/ dble( nstep )+0.dO 
if (kayv.gt.vcapt) then 

do j=(l),(samprat-1) 
* Interpolation: f(i+j)= (f(i)+deltax f'(i)+ 0.5*deltax~2*f"(i))*(1-deltax)+ 
* (f(i+samprat)+( deltax-1) *f'(i+samprat)+0.5*( deltax-1) ~2*f"(i+samprat)) *deltax 
* This second order interpolation is chosen because the fokker-planck equation has second 
* derivatives 

deltax=dble(j) /samprat 
* Interpolate forcearray 

forcearray( foksup*(3*nstep+i +j )+ 1 )= 
& deltax*( forcearray(foksup*(3*nstep+i+samprat)+l) + 
& ( deltax-1 )*0.5*( forcearray(foksup*(3*nstep+i+2*samprat )+ 1 )
& forcearray(foksup*(3*nstep+i)+l) ) + 0.5* 
&( deltax-1 )*( deltax-1 )*( forcearray(foksup*(3*nstep+i+2*samprat )+ 1) 
& +forcearray(foksup*(3*nstep+i)+l) -
& 2*forcearray(foksup*(3*nstep+i+samprat )+ 1)) )+ 
& (1-deltax)*( forcearray(foksup*(3*nstep+i)+l) + 
& deltax*0.5*( forcearray(foksup*(3*nstep+i+samprat )+ 1) -
& forcearray(foksup*(3*nstep+i-samprat)+l) ) + 0.5* 
& deltax*deltax*( forcearray(foksup*(3*nstep+i+samprat )+ 1 )+ 
& forcearray(foksup*(3*nstep+i-samprat )+ 1)-
& 2*forcearray(foksup*(3*nstep+i)+l) )) 

* Interpolate diftot 
diftot( foksup*(3*nstep+j+i )+ 1 )= 

& deltax*( diftot(foksup*(3*nstep+i+samprat )+1 )+ 
& ( deltax-1 )*0.5*( diftot(foksup*(3*nstep+i+2*samprat )+ 1 )
& diftot(foksup*(3*nstep+i)+l))+ 0.5* 
& ( deltax-1 )*( deltax-1 )*( diftot(foksup*(3*nstep+i+2*samprat )+ 1) 
& +diftot(foksup*(3*nstep+i)+l)-
& 2*diftot(foksup*(3*nstep+i+samprat)+l)) )+ 
& (1-deltax)*(diftot(foksup*(3*nstep+i)+l) + 
& deltax*0.5*( diftot(foksup*(3*nstep+i+samprat )+1 )
& diftot(foksup*(3*nstep+i-samprat)+l)) + 0.5* 
& deltax*deltax*( diftot(foksup*(3*nstep+i+samprat )+1 )+ 
& diftot(foksup*(3*nstep+i-samprat)+l)-
& 2*diftot(foksup*(3*nstep+i)+l))) 

* Interpolate exfrac 
exfrac( foksup*(3*nstep+j+i )+ 1 )= 

& deltax*( exfrac(foksup*(3*nstep+i+samprat )+ 1 )+ 
& ( deltax-1 )*0.5*( exfrac(foksup*(3*nstep+i+2*samprat )+ 1 )
& exfrac(foksup*(3*nstep+i)+l))+ 0.5* 
& ( deltax-1 )*( deltax-1)*( exfrac(foksup*(3*nstep+i+2*samprat )+ 1) 
& +exfrac(foksup*(3*nstep+i)+l)-
& 2*exfrac(foksup*(3*nstep+i+samprat)+l)) )+ 
& (1-deltax)*(exfrac(foksup*(3*nstep+i)+l) + 
& deltax*0.5*( exfrac(foksup*(3*nstep+i+samprat )+1 )
& exfrac(foksup*(3*nstep+i-samprat)+l)) + 0.5* 
& deltax*deltax*( exfrac(foksup*(3*nstep+i+samprat )+ 1 )+ 
& exfrac(foksup*(3*nstep+i-samprat)+l)-
& 2*exfrac(foksup*(3*nstep+i)+l))) 

end do 
i=i+(samprat-1) 
end if 
i=i+l 
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end do 
end if 

close (unit=l) 
close ( unit=4) 
call Fokkerplanck( nstep,intsteps,inttime,kayvmax,gprc,leak, foksup) 

999 format(16f5.1) 

end 
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Appendix B 

Technology assessment 

Laser focussing of atoms has proven to be an excellent tool for construction of nano
structures. By doing atom lithography with iron one can use the technique to produce 
magnetic nanostructures which are smaller than structures produced with other methods 
and have a perfect periodicity of 182 nm. Studying these structures can give new and 
fundamental insights into magnetics at nanoscales, which could be used in the develop
ment of spintronics ( electronics making use of the spin of an element) and increased data 
density for mass storage devices (hard disks and tapes). Having a narrow collimation of 
the atom beam is vital to the quality of the produced structures. 
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